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Touche Ross Accounting Control Evaluation

Controlling
Assets
and
Transactions
HOW TO REVIEW AND IMPROVE
INTERNAL ACCOUNTING CONTROL

• People execute, management specifies, and the
board approves internal accounting controls.
• When controls fail, or mislead, consequences
are not always benign and are always significant.
• Reviewing internal accounting controls effectively
- identifying weaknesses, quantifying risks and
benefits, making judicious, measured changes - is a
management imperative. Here's how.
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HOW TO
REVIEW AND IMPROVE INTERNAL ACCOUNTING CONTROL
Why Review Internal Accounting Control?

ASSETS AND TRANSACTIONS THAT AFFECT ASSETS a r e

proper concerns of management and of the accounting
controls management installs as a natural part of running a business. Whether good or bad, management is
always responsible for a company's resources and performance. And whether good or bad, a company's accounting controls-policies, systems, procedures - are
the means by which management acts to safeguard assets and develop dec is ion-making financial information. And do the employees act as management
specifies?
Creative management, it seems to us, is always
concerned both with performance today and with the
goods and services of tomorrow. But tomorrow has
greater potential if there is adequate performance and
control today. And that is why Congress was not all
wrong in enacting the internal accounting control
provisions of the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (see
Note 1, p. 17), and why the SEC is not wrong in attempting to interpret and enforce its broad
provisions... and why you also must act.
Not being wrong is quite different from being
exactly right, even when there is an "exactly right,"
which is rare. It is definitely possible to spend huge
amounts of money supplementing internal accounting
controls without effecting the slightest increase in the
safety of assets or improving the fidelity of a company's financial data. And, sometimes, there are already
too many controls. In either case resources are wasted,
which is bad management, and against everyone's policy. But better, more effective controls are also
possible, and they are a product of good management.
Review and improvement of internal accounting
control is not a matter for crash action. Rather it must
be a continuous activity of the management process.
Future public reporting by management on accounting
controls, preferably on a broad basis which
encompasses responsibility for all aspects of financial
reporting, is inevitable and desirable. A sound approach now to accounting control evaluation should
put management in a good position to respond to any
sensible future reporting requirements.

Just what you should do about internal accounting
control and how you should do it are the broad subject of this book and the finer details of its four appendices. Together they present a program we call
TRACE - for Touche Ross Accounting Control
Evaluation. As you review TRACE, think about your
own company, and how TRACE fits - if there's something you'd like to ask us, and we sincerely hope
there is, please do. We want to help you, and we can.

Planning An Effective Review
Deciding the purpose is the single most important
step in an effective review. Once the purpose is clearly
stated, the nature and extent of the review can then be
planned. In any company, two levels of review are
possible:
• Broad review and challenge of the entire complex
of internal accounting controls
• Specific review and challenge of certain aspects
of selected internal accounting control systems.
Either approach can be achieved - by organizations
huge or small - using the Touche Ross Accounting
Control Evaluation program.
The key steps in an effective action plan to review
and evaluate a part or an entire system of internal accounting control are:
• Determining what areas need to be reviewed and
who should do it
• Effectively using specific objectives of internal
accounting controls as a focus for the review of:
- The internal accounting control environment
- How transactions are processed and assets
safeguarded
•
•
•
•

Comprehensively dealing with EDP processing
Documenting the system of control
Testing controls
Cost/benefit analysis of weaknesses.

Given an effective review, management can take
entirely appropriate action concerning internal accounting controls.
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Who Does What?
Four key groups should participate in developing a
plan for an effective review of internal accounting control. These are the board of directors, operating management, internal auditors and the company's independent auditors. While assignments will vary, the
usual approach is outlined below.
Role of the board of directors. Because the board
has the ultimate responsibility, it should approve basic
policies, but not detailed specifications, and should
oversee compliance with the system. The board or its
audit committee should:
• Understand in broad outline how the internal accounting control system functions and judge its
sufficiency to achieve its objective
• Broadly monitor compliance and suggest revisions as needed
• Review existing policies and consider changes
needed; consider adequacy of communication of
policies
• See that appropriate actions are taken concerning
possible violations of policy.
Role of operating management. Running the
business is management's primary responsibility,
which includes maintaining adequate and effective
internal accounting control systems and safeguarding
assets.
Accordingly, operating management should:
• Identify the risks that are inherent in the business
and the potential for errors and irregularities
• Undertake to systematically document and evaluate the existing systems of internal accounting
controls throughout the company to identify significant instances of over or under control
• Identify and articulate the factors considered in
assessing the practicality and cost/benefit aspects
of suggested systems revisions

• Monitor compliance with existing policies of
operating management or the board of directors
• Assist in special studies for operating management or the board of directors.
Role of the independent auditor. Not part of a
company's internal accounting control system, the independent auditor has a different and separate objective - to form an opinion on the financial statements.
This objective causes the independent auditor to plan
an examination that searches for errors or irregularities
capable of having a material effect on the financial
statements. The auditor may extensively test the internal accounting control systems and place major reliance thereon in formulating an opinion on the
amounts in the financial statements. On the other
hand, he may decide that it is more feasible and cost
effective to perform direct extensive tests of documentation underlying the amounts in the financial
statements. In most cases, he will decide on a combination. Accordingly, weaknesses in a company's
record keeping and internal accounting control systems may not be detected because, for valid reasons,
the auditor has chosen not to rely on such systems.
The independent auditor's responsibility parallels
that of the board and its audit committee. However,
the independent auditor is in a unique position in that
he can make a "hands on" evaluation of the system,
an opportunity not readily available to the board or the
audit committee. In addition, the independent auditor
brings to the evaluation and judgment problem his experience of similar association with systems of other
companies. As a result, the independent auditor has a
unique perspective that the board and audit committee
may find especially helpful. The independent accountant can also assist management in determining that its
internal accounting control system is reasonable by:
1.

Recommending specific plans for the systematic
review, documentation, and evaluation of internal controls - for example, taking the Touche
Ross Accounting Control Evaluation program
described in this book and tailoring it to the
needs of a specific company

2.

Providing assistance in developing instructional
manuals on methods and techniques for describing, testing and evaluating internal controls

• Initiate applicable revisions in corporate policies
or directives.
Role of the internal auditor. As an arm of management the internal auditors can, separately or with
operating management, accomplish most of the above
(Note 2, p. 17). In addition, they can:

3.

Conducting training programs for internal auditors and other company personnel selected to review internal controls

these assurances should be provided on a continuing
basis, so that control decisions are more apt to receive
an appropriate emphasis.)

4.

Evaluating the efforts of company personnel reviewing internal controls

Prioritize

5.

Recommending changes in internal controls to
overcome identified deficiencies

6.

Advising on the reasonableness of the company's approach to cost/benefit analysis.

Most companies should perform continuing reviews
of systems so that all important areas are covered over
a time span of about three years. Initially the review
priorities should be as follows:
1.

Consider the company's environment and business risks, and address those areas where inadequate controls may give rise to material
weaknesses affecting financial reporting.

2.

Consider the company's reputation, and address
those areas where inadequate controls could
jeopardize the public's opinion of the business.
For example, the payments of bribes and other
illegal acts should be reviewed next.

3.

Review possible weaknesses in controls that,
while not amounting to "material weaknesses,"
induce a measure of concern either that significant assets could be lost or abused or that financial reports would not be sufficiently accurate to
enable important business decisions to be made.

DEVELOPING AN EFFECTIVE
EVALUATION P L A N
Key factors are whether management's internal accounting control authorizations can do the job and
whether they are actually being followed. Both are
critical to management's ability to develop meaningful
financial information and fulfill its responsibilities.
Consider The Risks
Essentially, risk gets at the heart of any review because it identifies how assets could be lost or abused,
or transactions improperly processed. Obviously, the
larger the risk the more important the controls that protect against that risk - and the larger the need to assess
their effectiveness. Thus, a logical way to determine
what areas of internal accounting control to review
first is to assess risk.
Risk also is useful in determining who should do the
review - the larger the risk the more the need for reviewer expertise and independence from those responsible for the application of controls.
Ordinarily, in situations where the risks are significant to the business, internal or external auditors are
used to assess whether the controls are sufficient.
Where the risks are less than significant, personnel
from other functional activities or different functions
within the same activity (self review) can assess the
sufficiency of the controls. In either case, those responsible for assuring that the controls are sufficient
for the risks involved will find the material in the appendices of this booklet of critical importance. These
appendices can be used to provide assurance to senior
management and the board of directors as to the sufficiency of controls. (As a practical control device,

Additionally, any suspect areas brought to management's attention as a result of regularly obtained representations from management officers
and other employees or through internal audit activities, letters of recommendations by external
auditors or any other internal control reviews,
should also be investigated.
4.

Finally, consider a systematic program to review
other controls to assure that lesser risks are controlled - and not excessively - on a cost/benefit
basis.

REAL-WORLD TRANSACTIONS
A major part of any review of a system of internal
accounting control is the analysis of how employees
actually process transactions and safeguard assets. In a
carefully structured and effective system, employees
will clearly understand and act properly. Additionally,
if the duties of employees are properly segregated, the
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work of one employee will check the work of another
employee, providing assurance that errors will be detected and corrected.
On the other hand, most employees handle large
numbers of transactions and speed is usually important
in meeting customer demands, as well as in limiting
handling costs. So errors can and do happen, and even
when employees' activities check each other, errors
escape notice. In fact, any system of internal accounting control operated or designed by people has inherent limitations, including misunderstanding of instructions, mistakes of judgment, personal carelessness, distraction and fatigue.
Internal accounting control systems can also be circumvented or overridden by management. And there
is always the possibility of collusion where employees, who are to check each other's performance,
don't. Consequently, assessment of internal accounting control systems requires considerable expertise,
usually developed from experience, to arrive at a conclusion about whether the system provides reasonable
assurance that transactions are appropriately processed
and assets safeguarded.
The first step in any assessment is to determine how
the review of the company, subsidiary, division,
branch or activity should be organized. While two
basic approaches are often used (reviewing a cycle or
reviewing a function), and are often presented as alternatives, they can be effectively combined and have
been in the attached Internal Accounting Control
Questionnaire (Appendix 1). The extensive questions
have been specifically designed to elicit for management the information pertinent to evaluating the overall system of internal accounting control as well as individual functions. To more effectively structure the
review, however, the following deeper understanding
of the significance of organizing functions into processing and asset safeguarding cycles will be helpful.

Processing And Asset Safeguarding Cycles
Because transactions are the key component of
business operations they are the natural way to interrelate and associate all internal accounting controls.
Fundamentally, there are two types:
• Transactions that involve the flow of funds and
assets with others
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• Transactions that involve the flow of information
or assets within the entity
Additionally, transactions can be segmented between:
• Routine
• Nonroutine
Routine transactions are that vast number of repetitive transactions that all businesses must deal with
daily. In these cases, management has generally authorized the appropriate processing without their personal
involvement. Examples are ordinary sales, purchases,
collections or payments.
Nonroutine transactions, however, are the infrequent and usually monetarily significant items that
management
directly authorizes,
executes
or
monitors. Examples would be purchases or sales of
significant investments or fixed assets. Of course,
these could be repetitive and ordinary transactions, for
example, in financial institutions, and could then be
dealt with as such. In essence, the distinction is that
management will often want to be directly involved in
transactions that are both infrequent and significant,
and this should be recognized in reviewing control systems. Nothing is accomplished by elaborate systems
of controls to assure that management's authorizations
will be complied with when management's direct participation is already assured.
Funds flow in and out of an entity either to buy,
sell or hold materials or services. For example, the
purchase of raw material (with payment to vendor),
the processing of that material into a product (for
wages and salaries) and either the sale to others (inflow of funds) or storage as inventory (holding of
goods). These business activities include a series of interrelated steps that can be organized into transaction
cycles and used as a framework for determining how
an entity controls and summarizes these activities.
There are three cycles that include the vast majority of
all significant transactions related to the flow of funds
for most entities. They are:
• Sales, billings, receivables and collections
• Purchases, payables and payments
• Wages and salaries.

The Sales, Billings, Receivables And
Collections Cycle
This transaction cycle generally covers the following activities:
• Recording and invoicing all goods shipped or
services performed
• Updating inventory records to reflect goods
shipped or returned
• Updating cost records to record cost of sales
• Credit approvals and follow-up of overdue accounts
• Handling, recording and depositing cash received, for both credit sales and cash sales
• Issuing credit memos for goods returned, price
adjustments, and invoice errors
• Recording miscellaneous income arising other
than from the sale of regular product lines or services.
The majority of sales, receivables and cash receipts
transactions arise from the sale of the company's regular product lines or services and the systems will be
designed primarily to process such transactions.
Some nonroutine types of transactions, however,
may also result in revenue, receivables, and cash receipts, and these transactions, being of an unusual or
infrequent nature, may not be subject to the same control systems as the majority of transactions covered by
this cycle. Where these nonroutine sources of income
are material, management will want to be directly involved and the systems which process them should be
designed to accomplish such involvement.

The Purchases, Payables And Payments Cycle

• Checking, approving and recording payments
• Controlling cash.
The majority of purchases are for goods and services
regularly used in the operations of the company. Nonroutine purchase transactions include the acquisition
or construction of property, plant and equipment, and
the acquisition of "miscellaneous" assets such as investments, which are often low-volume but high-value
transactions. Systems which process these transactions
should be considered separate transaction cycles if
significant amounts are involved.

The Wages And Salaries Cycle
This transaction cycle generally covers the following activities:
• Authorizing the hiring and compensation rates of
personnel
• Payment of wages and salaries
• Allocating wages and salary costs to the appropriate accounts
• Controlling executive and management payrolls
• Reporting and disbursing
withholdings.

payroll taxes

and

Flow Of Information And Assets Within
The Enterprise
The three transaction cycles involving flow of funds
with outsiders result in one or more internal information cycles, which provide information useful in accounting for or safeguarding enterprise resources. As a
minimum, a books, records and reports cycle is
needed; in some businesses a cost and inventory records cycle and other cycles may be required.

This transaction cycle generally covers the following activities:
• Authorizing the acquisition of goods or services
• Recording liabilities for all goods or services received
• Allocating purchases to the appropriate accounts
• Updating inventory and cost records to reflect
purchases or returns to suppliers

The Books, Records And Reports Cycle
This transaction cycle is the system for gathering information from the various books of account, subsidiary ledgers, etc., into the general ledger, and producing financial reports. The starting point in the cycle
will be the points at which the other cycles terminate
(i.e., the sources of posting to the general ledger).
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The Cost And Inventory Records Cycle
This transaction cycle is required whenever the
company's costing and inventory records are sufficiently complicated that they cannot be adequately described as part of the other systems. Such a cycle
would track assets to different locations for processing. For example, raw materials in a manufacturing
company will be transferred to work-in-process and ultimately to inventory-for-sale. In all entities with inventories, records must be maintained to safeguard
those assets. The costing of sales and relieving of
finished goods inventory may be part of this cycle or
be handled as part of the sales system. Additions to inventory may be part of this cycle or be handled as part
of the purchases and payroll systems.

Other Cycles
For complex companies, it may be useful to subdivide the above transaction cycles and add others,
such as a system to manage cash balances and temporary investments. Similarly, a company may have separate systems for transactions such as property, plant
and equipment, maintenance guarantees or marketable
securities. If so, they should be described separately.

By evaluating the specific objectives and what should
be accomplished by the controls, the company is able
to identify specific objectives which are not being
satisfactorily accomplished. Corrective action can
then be taken, by implementing controls that are justified based on a cost/benefit study and related considerations.

EVALUATING S P E C I F I C
CONTROL OBJECTIVES
Segmenting the broad objectives of internal accounting control - authorization, execution, recording
and accountability - into specific objectives related to
major functional activities provides an effective beginning and an efficient method of controlling the review. The Touche Ross Accounting Control Evaluation
program includes specific objectives for the two levels
of review, namely those related to the internal accounting control environment and to the activities of processing and controlling individual transactions and
resources.
The Environment Is Critical

What Controls Accomplish When They Work
Almost nothing goes wrong in a company's transaction cycles when controls work. But to reach that state
a company must consider what could go wrong. The
general objectives of internal accounting control need
to be applied to what must specifically be accomplished. This is done most easily by developing the
specific objectives of each transaction cycle and major
functional area.
The Internal Accounting Control Questionnaire
(Appendix 1) contains the specific objectives of internal accounting controls for cycles of a typical manufacturing or service concern, and it shows the interrelationship of these specific objectives with potential
errors. It also includes examples of controls that are
useful in achieving those objectives.
In considering specific objectives, it is important to
understand that management is not creating something
new. The company already has controls over its activities and resources; what management is doing is
understanding and challenging these existing controls.
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Internal accounting control never happens in a vacuum. It involves people and attitudes as well as
policies and procedures. It is subjective because it depends on how important management believes control
is, whether effective strategies have been selected, and
how control is both monitored and enforced. Every
meaningful review of internal control must consider
the environment.
An evaluation should be designed to determine,
either for a specific function or for the entire system,
whether management's specific or general authorizations are sufficient, have been communicated and are
being followed and monitored. This includes:
• What has management authorized?
• How has it been communicated?
• How are employees' tasks segregated to provide
checks in controlling access to and safeguarding
assets?
• How is compliance with management authorizations monitored?

Know what has been authorized. There are a
number of basic decisions management must make
and communicate in any business of even modest size.
Management must determine who should conduct
business activities, and under what conditions, and
also in what manner. The general decisions management makes should specifically address the routine actions employees take in performing assigned functions. Also, management should distinguish between
matters employees can and cannot do, either in terms
of types of transactions or access to assets, or in terms
of materiality of amount. Every transaction should be
suitably authorized and checked if control is to be
satisfactory. If any person in an organization could acquire or expend assets at will, complete chaos would
result.
Authorization can be either general or specific. In
the course of events, management makes various general authorizations when it establishes policies for the
organization to follow. Subordinates are instructed to
implement these general authorizations for transactions within the limits set by the policy. Examples of
general authority are the issuance of fixed price lists
for the sales of products, credit limits for customers,
and fixed, automatic reorder points for purchases.
Specific authority has to do with individual transactions. For some transactions, management is unwilling
to establish a general authorization, preferring a caseby-case basis. These are usually nonroutine transactions and are separately addressed in the questionnaire
in Appendix 1. An example is the authorization of
major capital expenditures only by senior management.
The individuals who can grant either specific or
general authority should hold commensurate positions, and the policy for such authority should be
established by top management. For example, a common policy is to have all acquisitions of capital assets
over a set amount authorized by the board of directors.
Each major aspect of employee activity related to
safeguarding assets or controlling and processing
transactions should be covered by a management
authorization. Appendix 1 details these considerations
for both routine and nonroutine transactions for all
major business activities.
Determine what has been communicated. It is not
enough to assure that sufficient authorizations exist for
major business functions and activities. Management

has to be concerned that these authorizations have
been both communicated and are available to employees who need them.
Clear, well thought out communication aids (e.g.,
forms, manuals and charts of accounts) can significantly improve compliance. The assessment should
consider the nature, extent and timing of communications and would include the following factors:
• Who will use the information and how?
• How complex is the information and what is the
likelihood of error in its transmittal?
• Is the information readily available?
• How quickly and often must the information be
acted on?
Documents, forms, and other records transmit information throughout every company and between different companies. The documents must be adequate to
provide reasonable assurance that all assets are controlled and all transactions recorded. They include
such diverse items as charts of accounts, summaries of
authorizations, sales invoices, purchase orders, subsidiary ledgers, sales journals, timecards and bank
reconciliations; and they may be in either "hard copy"
form or in a machine readable form. Documents of
original entry and records or books on which individual transactions are recorded are important elements of a company's communication system. Therefore, documents, forms and other records should be:
• Sufficiently simple to be clearly understood
• Designed for multiple use when possible
• Constructed to encourage correct preparation
• Prenumbered to faciliate control and to aid in
locating documents when needed.
An example of an important document is the chart of
accounts. It guides the classification of transactions
into balance sheet and income statement accounts. The
chart of accounts is important because it provides the
framework for determining and classifying the information presented to (and by) employees. It must contain sufficient information to permit preparation of financial statements in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles, and it must give management adequate information (for example, comparisons of actual activities to those budgeted) for
making decisions.
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Factors in the assessment of the adequacy of communications are the complexity of the transactions, the
number of people involved, their intelligence and
training. The communication of management's
authorizations must enable those who are expected to
follow them - or assess whether others are following
them - to:
• Understand management's specific or general
authorizations as they affect the performance of
their assigned functions
• Comply with them
• Test compliance
• Report possible violations to an appropriate level
of management that is independent or at least one
level above those directly involved.
The questionnaire in Appendix 1 deals with the specific items that most often must be assessed in determining if the communication aspects of the internal
accounting control system are effective.
Segregate employees' tasks. Segregation of duties
is an arrangement of responsibilities such that the
work of one employee is checked by another, i.e., a
system of inherent checks and balances. There are four
types of segregation of duties that contribute to an effective internal accounting control environment,
namely:
•
•
•
•

Operations from record keeping
Custody from accounting
Custody from authorization
Separation in accounting tasks.

Separate operational responsibility from financial record keeping responsibility. If each department or division in an organization prepares its own
records and reports, results tend to be biased to improve apparent performance. To assure unbiased information, financial record keeping is usually done in
a separate department under the controllership function. (This is not necessarily the case for nonfinancial
reports; for example, sales demography reports may
properly be maintained by the sales department.)
Separate custody of assets from accounting. The
reason for not permitting the person who has temporary or permanent custody of an asset to account for
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that asset is to protect against defalcation. When one
person performs both functions, there is an excessive
risk of his disposing of the assets for personal gain and
adjusting the records to cover up.
In an EDP system, any person with custody of assets should be prevented from performing the programming or operating function and also should be
denied access to EDP input records (see Appendix 3).
Generally it is desirable that any person performing
an accounting function, whether EDP or manual, be
denied access to assets that can be converted for personal gain.
Separating authorization of transactions from
the custody of related assets. It is desirable, to the extent that it is possible, to prevent persons who authorize transactions from having control over the related
asset. For example, the individual who handles incoming cash receipts should not have the authority to determine which accounts should be charged off as bad
debts. This policy will reduce the possibility of defalcations.
Separating duties within the accounting function. The least desirable accounting system is one in
which an employee is responsible for recording a
transaction from its origin to its ultimate posting in the
general ledger. This enhances the likelihood that unintentional errors will remain undetected.
There are many opportunities for automatic crosschecking of different employees' work in a manual
system by simply segregating the recording in related
journals, such as the sales and cash receipts journals.
In most cases adequate segregation of accounting
duties, where each person works independently, substantially increases control over errors without duplication of effort.
Segregation of duties in EDP systems is different
than in manual systems, but it is of equal importance.
Because the need for frequent cross-checking is unnecessary (due to the computer's ability to perform
consistently and uniformly), the segregation of duties
within the EDP operation puts greater emphasis on
control over lost records and improper programming.
For these reasons, the responsibility for processing
of data by computer operators, for custody of transaction and library files, and for programming should be
separated.
The organization of a business must provide proper

segregation of duties, yet still be efficient and promote
effective communication.

ance policies and notes receivable should be physically protected.

Assess competence and trustworthiness. Management must know that employees will be able to and
will perform their assigned tasks. Consequently, an assessment has to be made of the employee in relation to
the task. Management should strive to have competent, trustworthy personnel with clear lines of
authority and responsibility. While this is not by itself
sufficient to meet the objectives of internal accounting
control, it is the most important element in any system. If employees are competent and trustworthy,
some of the other elements can be absent from an
internal accounting control system, and it can still accomplish its objective. Responsibility for performing
specific duties must be assigned to specific individuals. If a duty is not adequately or effectively performed, it is possible to place responsibility and cure
the problem.

Accomplishing Checks And Balances

Challenge record keeping procedures. To have an
adequate basis for decision making and monitoring,
management must be sure that procedures exist to
properly summarize actual transactions during a
period. This aspect of control is especially significant
because it relates directly to the objective of providing
reliable financial information and is closely related to
management's ability to monitor performance. If the
other elements of control (authorization, execution
and accountability) are proper, the likelihood of having adequate record keeping is enhanced. For example, the presence of competent, trustworthy personnel
with well defined responsibilities for keeping records,
but without access to assets, greatly increases the
likelihood of proper record keeping.
Establish physical control. A very important protective measure for safeguarding assets and records is
the use of physical precautions. Examples are the use
of storerooms to guard against inventory pilferage,
and fireproof safes for the protection of currency and
securities.
Physical safeguards are also necessary for records
and documents. The recreation of lost or destroyed
records is costly and time consuming (e.g., imagine
what would happen if an accounts receivable master
file were destroyed). The considerable cost of backup
records and other controls usually can be justified to
prevent this loss. Similarly, such documents as insur-

For design purposes, particularly in the EDP area,
controls are often segregated into two broad
classifications: "prevention controls," designed to
prevent error from occurring, and "detection controls," designed to detect errors and assure their
prompt correction.
• Prevention controls are advantageous in that they
are often highly cost effective. They are "built
in" as part of the system. Since they prevent
errors when they are functioning effectively they
avoid the cost of correcting errors. Control elements which are generally preventive in nature
are competent and trustworthy personnel, segregation of duties (to prevent intentional errors),
proper authorization, adequate documents and
records, proper record keeping procedures, and
physical controls over assets.
• Detection controls, while often more costly than
prevention controls, are nonetheless necessary.
One reason is that they measure the efficiency of
prevention controls. Secondly, there are certain
types of errors that cannot be controlled preventively in a cost-effective manner. To be effective, detection controls must include procedures
to assure timely correction of the errors that are
detected. Detection controls include record keeping procedures such as bank reconciliations and
independent checks on performance, often with
segregation of duties.
Whereas prevention controls may not always be
noticeable because of their built-in nature, detection
controls are generally obvious to those involved with
them. At the management level, however, some controls may exist which act as detection controls although they may not specifically be designed as such.
For example, although management's review of
monthly financial statements will usually be directed
toward an analysis of variances from budget and the
identification of the necessary corrective operating action, the investigation of variances will often detect
errors in the recorded results, since management will
want to determine the cause of the apparent variance
before attempting to correct the situation. Another
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example is that of a division manager who is held accountable through a responsibility accounting system
designed to charge only variable (and, therefore, controllable) costs to his division. The manager's primary
objective in reviewing divisional accounting reports
may be directed to cost control, but an important byproduct will usually be the detection of accounting
errors.
These general principles have been incorporated
into specific objectives of internal accounting control
for each major function of a typical commercial
enterprise. Appendices 1 and 3 treat these general
strategies as particular key controls by function,
providing the reviewer with an ability to determine in
a particular case whether an effective system of checks
and balances is in place. Appendix 1 contains the
questionnaire and Appendix 3 includes a supplement
that specifically addresses significant EDP processing.
Controlling access to assets. To protect corporate
resources from misuse or loss (management's stewardship responsibility) the key is again management's
general or specific authorizations. For example, in
considering the authorizations that should exist for
sales, emphasis should be on three key aspects, all of
which relate to assuring that corporate resources are
neither abused nor lost, namely - what are the
authorizations for:
• Granting credit and accepting orders?
• Shipping goods or performing services?
• Determining price and terms?
Rather than dealing with safeguarding as a specific
topic, it has been woven into Appendices 1 through 4
with related aspects of the internal accounting control
environment, namely: segregation of duties and how
management monitors compliance. Safeguarding assets is not an abstract concern, but depends on the nature of the assets under consideration, their magnitude
and the risk of loss or abuse. In fact, employees must
have access to assets if the business is to meet its objective of profitable operations. Therefore, safeguarding aspects are addressed in specific situations, not in
a general way.
Similarly, safeguarding objectives of all major
functional activities are appropriately incorporated
both into the specific objectives of internal accounting
control and their related error types, e.g., goods
shipped not invoiced. Also, the safeguarding objective
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has been incorporated into the examples of controls
that should be considered in determining whether the
specific objectives have been achieved. An example,
to continue the above illustration, is the timely matching of prenumbered shipping documents to sales invoices and the follow-up of unmatched items.
Monitoring Compliance
Management monitors whether its specific or general authorizations are being complied with in two
ways:
• Developing budgets and comparing actual performance to expected performance
• Supervision and responsibility reporting.
Developing budgets and comparing actual performance to expected performance. A primary activity of management is to set realistic goals and assure
that they are achieved. In essence, management is
analyzing its business environment and determining
what it expects from those in the company. This vital
activity, which provides a significant amount of information as to whether management's authorizations are
being followed, involves both strategic and tactical
planning.
Strategic planning decisions determine the objective of the company and the nature of its business. It is
a long-term planning process. How well the longer
range plans of business provide for an appropriate
level of control to safeguard assets and produce financial information for decision making may determine
the future quality of a company's control system - or
even its future. Therefore, planning for acquisition of
businesses, opening new facilities, expanding or contracting lines of business, etc., should include consideration of the impact on internal controls of such major
changes in the business.
Tactical planning or the short-term planning and
control cycle includes setting yearly budgets and
monitoring performances against such budgets. This is
the most powerful of all management-based control
systems. While management styles vary, all managements judgmentally identify areas that require attention and determine the action to be taken. These
judgments, as they relate to the tests of controls, will
identify transactions to be more closely scrutinized
and systems or areas that require particular attention.
Operating results are usually interrelated and compared to evaluate performance. Techniques include:

1.

Comparing actual results to prior and expected
performance,

2.

Comparing the operating and financial performance statistics with those of similar companies
if possible, and

3.

Discussing apparent variations with those
knowledgeable about expected or prior performance levels to determine the causes.
Ordinarily, these comparisons are made by product
lines or segments, and concentrate on identifying and
determining the reasons for variations.
Such procedures highlight areas that may require action and can also indicate possible control or record
keeping deficiencies. These approaches are necessary
because the myriad transactions, as well as the size
and complexity of many business operations, make it
impossible for management to have a continuing
working-level involvement with all areas of the business. Since there is a limit on the time and money that
can be spent for record keeping and control systems,
this approach helps to concentrate resources where
they can do the most good.
Exception identification (isolating areas with performance different than expected) is often used, reporting only those items which do not meet a designated average or normal standard. This is an expeditious route to areas which may require additional consideration.
A variance is chosen for additional attention only
when a cause is sought - i.e., when management asks
"Why?" Specific studies, reports, or other analysis
may be required, and when a cause is determined, additional business judgments may follow:
• Has a change in the business environment taken
place, and is it being appropriately signalled by
the variances?
• Should additional record keeping and systems
controls be required?
• Are other changes,
changes, needed?

for example,

personnel

If the variances are justified, i.e., they are based on
underlying business or operating conditions, then no
changes need be made in the record keeping or control
systems - they are performing their functions. In this
case, management must determine whether the return
on investment continues to be, or promises to become,
acceptable. If the variances are based on a control de-

ficiency, they should be subjected to a cost/benefit
analysis.

Supervision and responsibility reporting. Key
elements in any effective management are its ability to
identify good people, give them responsibility and
monitor their performance. Much has been written on
this subject, yet, for all its importance, little has been
written about how to test a responsibility reporting
system.
The preceding section has discussed ways to use the
responsibility reporting system to locate possible areas
where controls are not working, namely by comparisons between expected performance - either in financial or operational terms - and reported performance. However, assessing whether someone with the
designated responsibility has an active effective control system requires (depending on the importance of
the matter) the additional step of testing the controls.
A control system should be designed to deal with
specific errors (weakness) when they occur. While analytical review techniques are effective in isolating
possible control breakdowns, they do not provide conclusive proof that if no variation exists the controls are
sufficient. In essence, no error may have occurred so
there was nothing for the system to detect or prevent
and nothing to be tested. If an area is significant to the
company, then management can only have assurance
that controls are sufficient by testing them. How such
tests are performed is discussed in Appendix 4.
The responsible person is both in the best position to
determine the quality of the control system and to assure its effectiveness. Either the analysis of the reason
for variations from expected performance or the results of tests - and usually both - should be used by
management in determining how much confidence can
be placed in a specific person to assure that its
authorizations are being carried out.
Effective monitoring and testing provide senior
management with the genuine ability to evaluate performance, on an individual basis, for those entrusted
with responsibilities.
The existing supervisory systems should also be
tested and evaluated in a similar manner to enable
senior management to have confidence that its
authorizations will be followed or, alternatively, to
take remedial action where specific changes should be
made.
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THE ESSENCE OF EDP

The use of computers in any functional activity or in
an entire transaction processing and control cycle typically results in a concentration of controls; this affects
the nature of controls and the manner in which they
can effectively be reviewed and evaluated. Essentially,
there are fewer internal checks present in computer
processing and - unless specifically included - no
checks as to whether what is being processed is reasonable.
Computers follow instructions exactly; something
that might be challenged by a person will not be by a
computer unless the challenge is specifically included
in the processing instructions. For example, reasonableness checks (such as a rule that a credit memo
cannot exceed a certain amount on a specific type of
product) can be part of a computer program, but sometimes are not.
In effect, the various matters to be considered in reviewing significant EDP processing are somewhat
similar for most of the specific objectives of internal
accounting control. Therefore, these are discussed as a
unified topic in Appendix 3, "EDP Considerations."

DOCUMENTING THE SYSTEM OF
INTERNAL ACCOUNTING CONTROL
An evaluation of a system of internal accounting
controls is necessarily based on a documented understanding of the system. Documentation, detailed in
Appendix 2, should show how transactions are processed, the sources of evidence for transactions, and
how internal controls prevent, or detect and correct,
potential errors.
Documentation should include:
• Details of the types and flow of transactions processed
• The departments, personnel, books and records
included in the transaction flow
• The outputs, including significant reports
• The major controls.
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Flowcharting
Flowcharting usually provides the most effective,
concise description of the essential features of a system. Its particular advantages are:
• Less time consuming to understand than narrative
descriptions
• Easier to represent the flow of transactions
• Easier to update for systems changes.
Focusing The Documentation Effort
Since the objective of documentation is to provide
understanding of how transactions are processed and
assets safeguarded, the specific objectives in the questionnaire (Appendices 1 and 3) and the system flowcharts or narrative descriptions should complement
each other. Together they provide an articulated and effective basis for organizing tests of controls. Specifically, this combination should provide information
necessary to understand and review how either transactions involving the flow of funds with outsiders or
the flow of information or assets within the company
are:
•
•
•
•

Initiated
Processed
Controlled
Accounted for.

Techniques For Documenting Controls
Our suggested documentation approach, including
how the information can be obtained, follows:
1.

Conduct initial data gathering and identify available documentation

2.

Develop overview flowcharts and supporting
narrative

3.

Identify and document control objectives, error
types and related controls

4.

Determine whether additional detailed system
documentation is necessary. If so, develop the
additional detailed documentation.
Use the most appropriate style, for example: detailed narratives, special forms, questionnaires
or detailed flowcharts.

Testing Systems Description
Once a system has been described, it must be confirmed. The transaction walk-through procedures described below assume flowchart descriptions, but the
same principles apply to narrative descriptions.
Transaction walk-throughs are performed by selecting a small number of transactions (usually one or two
for each significant type) and following them through
the system to determine whether they have been processed as described.
Where a flowchart shows that two or more flows of
documents converge into a common procedure, only
one document would be traced from that point onward. Conversely, where a single flow forks, additional documents should be selected in order to trace
the flow along each fork.
The transaction walk-through is not a test of a specific objective, but rather a technique for determining
whether the systems description replicates the operation being considered. The tests that would have to be
performed to assess whether the specific objectives of
internal accounting control have been achieved are detailed in Appendix 4, Tests of Controls.
The walk-through may disclose discrepancies either
because the flowchart and related narrative are wrong
or because the system has broken down. When any information not consistent with the flowchart is discovered it must be reconciled before proceeding with the
walk-through. This is important because it may be
necessary to amend the flowchart, and change the
paths for the balance of the transaction walk-through.
If the discrepancy found is the result of a breakdown
in the system, it should be considered in the evaluation
of internal accounting control.
All of these matters are covered in more detail in
Appendix 2, Techniques for Documenting Accounting
Control Systems.

controls is most apt to achieve the objective being
tested. If the control selected does not achieve the objective, an alternate control, if one exists, should be
tested. However, there is ordinarily no useful purpose
in testing redundant controls after a selected control
has been determined to operate satisfactorily. The redundant control, of course, should be analyzed to determine its usefulness, and if not cost/benefit justified,
eliminated.
There are two types of tests of controls, observation
tests and compliance tests of transactions. If the performance of a control leaves documentary evidence,
that evidence can be examined for compliance with the
control procedure. The tests should be designed to detect a "compliance deviation" which is a failure to
perform an internal control procedure as prescribed,
regardless of the amount of the transaction or whether
there is any monetary error. (An example of a test of
documentation is matching shipping documents to
sales invoices to determine that all goods shipped have
been properly billed.)
If the performance of a control leaves no documentary evidence, the only method of testing the
control is by observation. (An example is the observation of opening of mail, to see if checks are restrictively endorsed immediately.)
Analytical Review Procedures
Many analyses of both financial and operating information are made by studying and comparing relationships among data. These are an integral part of the
budgeting process that management can use in identifying areas that may require more attention. When
analytical review is used in testing and monitoring
controls, however, the analyses are usually more detailed and rigorous. It should be useful in identifying:
• Fluctuations that are not expected
• The absence of fluctuations that are expected

TESTING AND MONITORING CONTROLS
Assessment of internal accounting control can only
be made with selective testing of the controls. This
area, which is extremely important, is detailed in Appendix 4, Tests of Controls. In general, tests should
focus on those specific controls important to achieving
the objective being tested. Often it is important to determine which control among a number of existing

• Other items that appear to be unusual.
Analytical review techniques include:
• Comparing with prior periods
• Comparing with budgets
• Studying relationships that are expected to conform to a pattern
• Comparing with similar industry information
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• Studying the relationship between financial and
operational information.
All of these matters, with detailed examples of illustrative analytical review procedures, are discussed in
more detail in Appendix 4.

• Transactions between the company and members
of management
• Unaccounted for cash balances
• Unusual credits to customers
• Unusual bonuses to employees
• Large currency disbursements

C O S T / B E N E F I T ANALYSIS
When weaknesses are found, management must
choose among the following alternatives:
• Institute new controls
• Improve existing controls
• Accept the risk inherent in the weakness.
In some cases the appropriate action is apparent, but in
other cases a deliberate cost/benefit evaluation is
needed. Management must identify and quantify the
risk, and this requires these assessments:
• Likelihood of the error occurring
- Probability that it will occur at any point
- Estimated frequency of occurring
• Magnitude of the error.
The evaluation should correlate the significance of the
weakness (the transaction being processed or the asset
safeguarded) and the control's expected effectiveness
and cost.
Significance Of A Weakness
A weakness can be so significant that it could destroy the company, or so material as to cause gross
error in financial information sent to stockholders. A
weakness can also be trivial, easily within the purview
of local or functional management.
Sensitive areas. Management must avoid jeopardizing the reputation of the corporation. A number of
matters that carry this risk are usually dealt with in a
corporation's code of conduct. It is important to remember that, even though the monetary amount may
not be significant, the impact of a matter on the corporate reputation or indeed on management's integrity can be devastating. Consequently, particular care
has to be taken in evaluating weaknesses in sensitive
areas, which include the following:
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• Payments to agents, consultants or advisors apparently unusual in relation to services.
Other weaknesses. Weaknesses that neither involve
sensitive areas nor the possibility of material errors in
the financial reports can be evaluated in direct relation
to the transaction being processed or the asset being
safeguarded: What is at risk? And what is the risk?
Once a risk has been identified, an assessment of
whether that risk should or can be controlled has to be
made. (Some cannot; others are inconsequential.) The
nature of the risk is different for each type of asset exposed, e.g., cash, property or equipment. Because
cash is easily converted to personal use, the controls
that relate to protecting cash must reflect that fact. At
the other extreme, a manufacturing plant is more significant and not about to be stolen, but might burn.
The assessment of risk involves a consideration of
probability. Ordinarily, only a part of an asset or a portion of transactions processed is likely to be lost. For
example, only a small portion of a company's goods
will ordinarily be lost through wrong processing of
sales transactions, or subsequent loss of information
needed to bill a customer. The cost/benefit analysis
would factor in only the probable risk.
When To Add Or Strengthen Controls
Correct control decisions are not as obvious as they
may seem. While the assessment of risk can ordinarily
be correlated to the probability of loss, the probable effectiveness of additional controls is elusive because
the effect of those controls on the individuals involved
is usually difficult to quantify. Individual initiative, for
example, can be a very powerful ingredient, and it can
be destroyed. Decisions as to the amount of individual
initiative versus the amount of procedural control are
both subjective and important. The wrong decision
will have the same effect whatever selection is made subjecting an asset to excessive risk. While the concept is simple, the application is not, and most decisions require balancing a number of difficult elements.

How To Document Cost/Benefit Analysis
Risks are potential costs caused by weaknesses in
controls. When reviewing a system of internal accounting control, management must focus on the objectives of the system (for instance, that all sales are
invoiced and recorded in the books and records). The
controls in the system which serve to meet that objective should then be identified. No system need have
every possible control - just sufficient controls to assure that each specific objective will be met.
When evaluating a system, the effectiveness of individual controls should be compared. How well does
a particular control prevent or detect and correct
errors? What does it cost? Who performs the control?
Does a particular control require other controls working with it to adequately prevent errors from occurring?
There may be more than one weakness causing a
risk. For example, cash may be misappropriated because of inadequate control over the check signing
machine and because bank reconciliations are not prepared promptly. If bank reconciliations were prepared
promptly this would reduce the risk since any unauthorized checks cashed would be quickly detected. These
two weaknesses in the aggregate, however, create a
much larger risk than either one taken alone. Thus, it
may be that no one weakness creates a significant risk,
but that the combined effects of two or more
weaknesses create significant risk.
Kinds Of Weaknesses
The nature of weaknesses and resulting risks will
determine how they are identified and how the risk is
quantified. Among the possibilities:
1.

A flaw that will always result in error. An easy
example is a flaw in a computer program that
always calculates interest on savings accounts
based on 31 days per month. The probability that
the error will occur in any savings account is
100% and it occurs five months every year. The
magnitude of the error is easily calculated if the
total amount of the savings in these accounts is
known.

2.

A flaw that has produced occasional error. An
example is invoicing errors that result from inadequate double checking (human error) of work

performed. The most effective way to quantify
the risk in a case like this is to take a sample of
the transactions, calculate the error rate in the
sample and project this to the total population by
multiplying the error rate by the average amount
of the error. These do not result from a flaw in
the design of the system but rather from a failure
of the system to work effectively.
3.

A probable flaw signaled by skewed analytical
results. For example, bad debt losses that are
large compared to industry averages (or the
company's own history) may indicate inadequate
controls in the credit department.

4.

Universal and improbable flaws. Certain kinds
of risks, for example, loss from fire or defalcation, are very difficult to quantify because the
frequency of occurrence is difficult to estimate.
These risks must be identified through a knowledge of the business, the economy and the physical environment of the company. In many situations only a "worst-case" estimate can be made.
For instance, the exposure from fire should be
based on the total assets which could be destroyed, the effects of business interruption and
the effects of the loss of records. Although all
assets or records may not be lost in a fire, any
estimate of the most likely loss would not generally be meaningful.

Quantifying Benefits
A benefit, for the purpose of this discussion, is a reduction in a risk. This will result from implementing a
new control and is the estimate of money to be saved
by the control. The precision of the estimate of any
benefit generally will vary with the precision of the
estimate of the risk and with the company's ability to
estimate the effectiveness of the new internal accounting control.
Some benefits are not easily quantifiable. What is
the worth, for example, of improved management
credibility or increased employee morale, or improved
public image because of the perception that the company is well run? While not easily quantified, consideration should be given to estimating a dollar amount
for intangible benefits; if not feasible, an important intangible should be listed along with the dollar benefits
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so that the impact will not be overlooked. The results
must be analyzed with the knowledge that imprecise
estimates are included in the judgment process.
Quantifying Costs
The costs of employing controls for tangibles such
as salaries and materials can generally be more precisely estimated than risks and benefits. But there are
other costs which also should be estimated: intangibles
such as reduced employee morale caused by changes
or restrictions on their work, and difficulties customers
may have with the new system.
A company always has the option of employing
various internal accounting controls to reduce risks.
When doing cost/benefit analysis, the benefit and related cost of each control should be analyzed separately. Obviously, various combinations should be investigated, and the controls which should be instituted
are those which produce the largest net benefit to the
company.
Calculating Net Benefits
Suppose a retail store has a pilferage problem; the
company has estimated that it is losing approximately
$100,000 a year from employee and customer theft.
They have identified three possible ways of reducing
this theft. The first is to install television cameras in
various places in the store without personnel to
monitor them; they will act solely as a deterrent. The
yearly cost of these television cameras is estimated to
be $20,000. By investigating the results of other retail
stores in similar situations that have had experience
with cameras, the company estimates that these
cameras will eliminate 75% of the pilferage. The
second option is to hire guards. Their salary and fringe
benefits will cost approximately $40,000 a year and
eliminate approximately 90% of the pilferage. The
guards would both detect and prevent theft. The third
option is to install the TV cameras and hire the guards
who will also monitor the cameras thus eliminating
about 98% of the pilferage. (It is rare that any control
could eliminate 100% of the risk.)
TV cameras
only

Guards
only

TV cameras
and guards

Gross benefit
Cost

$75,000
20,000

$90,000
40,000

$98,000
60,000

Net benefit

$55,000

$50,000

$38,000
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Arithmetic indicates that the company should install
the cameras only, even though the gross benefit from
the cameras is the smallest. But the intangible and difficult to quantify elements should also be taken into
account. For instance, what is the benefit to the company of having the guards in the store? They may be
helpful in directing customers to various departments.
Employees may also feel more comfortable in that
there will be less possibility of robberies. On the other
hand they may degrade the store.
Refinements are in order. The company might consider the benefits of hiring one guard for all hours and
then adding second and third guards for peak hours.
The incremental net benefit of each additional guard
should be calculated and the option which gives the
greatest net benefit should be the one used.
Refining Results
It is important to remember that any company's resources are limited and that both time and money
should be spent in appropriate ways. To illustrate, assume that Control A will save $20,000 and cost
$10,000. Alternatively, Control B will save $60,000
and cost $50,000. The net benefit of each control
would be $10,000. Since cash is neither free nor unlimited, however, it is clear that Control A should be
installed and the additional $40,000 should be spent
elsewhere. The opportunity cost of both capital investments and yearly expenditures should be considered.
Elimination of controls. This discussion of cost/
benefit analysis has focused on situations where additional controls are required to reduce or eliminate
risks. However, cost/benefit analysis may identify redundant or cost-ineffective controls that should be
eliminated. It bears repeating that controls can be
overdone, too restrictive, and wasteful. As a company
matures and systems change, new controls are often
added to existing controls. A review of systems for the
purpose of obtaining the optimum level of internal accounting controls is often beneficial and may lead to
eliminating unnecessary controls.
Management Evaluation Of Cost/Benefit Analysis,
And Proposed Action
While the techniques of cost/benefit analysis appear
self evident and mechanical, they must be used with

discretion; and while the procedures may be mechanical - the extent to which they should be applied in determining future programs requires the most careful
and deliberate exercise of management judgment.
A cost/benefit analysis that quantitatively indicates
an advantage from installing or improving a control
often requires a largely subjective evaluation to ensure
prudent action. Costs are usually more accurately
quantifiable - and may be immediate - while the benefits are usually amorphous and may be realized only
over a relatively long and uncertain future. Therefore,
unless the apparent, quantified net benefit is quite

large, it may be unwise to pursue the corrective action.
On the other hand, even if the quantified net benefit of
a proposed corrective action is questionable, taking
the corrective action may be wise because of the nature of the risk. For example, practices that genuinely
shame the officers or employees of an enterprise cause
long-run damage that should not be acceptable to
management. Finally, the fine tuning of internal accounting controls should be an aid in achieving the ultimate objective of the enterprise. Perspective is
critical if management is to achieve the most judicious
use of its resources.

NOTES
NOTE 1. THE FOREIGN CORRUPT PRACTICES ACT

.1

The New Management Imperative - Compliance with the Accounting Requirements of the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act, was
published by Touche Ross in 1978. It is the companion and predecessor of this text on TRACE.

.2

NOTE 2. INTERNAL AUDITORS AND INTERNAL
CONTROL
The Institute of Internal Auditors has published Standards for
the Professional Practice of Internal Auditing, which should be
considered in determining how internal control can effectively be
reviewed by internal auditors. A summary of the standards relating to internal controls follows; the entire publication can be obtained from the Institute's International Headquarters, 249 Maitland Avenue, Altamonte Springs, Florida 32701.
Standard
The standard states: "The scope of the internal audit should
encompass the examination and evaluation of the adequacy and
effectiveness of the organization's system of internal control and
the quality of performance in carrying out assigned responsibilities."
This standard is further defined into a series of primary objectives of internal control, quoted below, that address:
Reliability and Integrity of Information
Internal auditors should review the reliability and integrity of
financial and operating information and the means used to identify, measure, classify, and report such information.
.01

Information systems provide data for decision making,
control, and compliance with external requirements.
Therefore, internal auditors should examine information
systems and, as appropriate, ascertain whether:

Financial and operating records and reports contain
accurate, reliable, timely, complete, and useful information
Controls over record keeping and reporting are adequate and effective.

Compliance with Policies, Plans, Procedures, Laws
and Regulations
Internal auditors should review the systems established to
ensure compliance with those policies, plans, procedures, laws
and regulations which could have a significant impact on operations and reports, and should determine whether the organization
is in compliance.
.01

Management is responsible for establishing the systems
designed to ensure compliance with such requirements
as policies, plans, procedures, and applicable laws and
regulations. Internal auditors are responsible for determining whether the systems are adequate and effective
and whether the activities audited are complying with the
appropriate requirements.

Safeguarding of Assets
Internal auditors should review the means of safeguarding assets and, as appropriate, verify the existence of such assets.
.01

.02

Internal auditors should review the means used to
safeguard assets from various types of losses such as
those resulting from theft, fire, improper or illegal activities, and exposure to the elements.
Internal auditors, when verifying the existence of assets,
should use appropriate audit procedures.
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Economical and Efficient Use of Resources
Internal auditors should appraise the economy and
with which resources are employed.
.01

.02
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efficiency

Management is responsible for setting operating standards to measure an activity's economical and efficient
use of resources. Internal auditors are responsible for determining whether:
.1 Operating standards have been established for
measuring economy and efficiency
.2 Established operating standards are understood and
are being met.
.3 Deviations from operating standards are identified,
analyzed, and communicated to those responsible
for corrective action.
.4 Corrective action has been taken.
Audits related to the economical and efficient use of resources should identify such conditions as:
.1 Underutilized facilities
.2 Nonproductive work
.3 Procedures which are not cost justified
.4 Overstaffing or understaffing.

Accomplishment of Established Objectives and Goals
for Operations or Programs
Internal auditors should review operations or programs to ascertain whether results are consistent with established objectives
and goals and whether the operations or programs are being carried out as planned.

.01

Management is responsible for establishing operating or
program objectives and goals, developing and implementing control procedures, and accomplishing desired
operating or program results. Internal auditors should
ascertain whether such objectives and goals conform
with those of the organization and whether they are being
met.

.02

Internal auditors can provide assistance to managers who
are developing objectives, goals, and systems by determining whether the underlying assumptions are appropriate; whether accurate, current, and relevant information is being used; and whether suitable controls have
been incorporated into the operations or programs.
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TRACE Appendix 1
INTERNAL ACCOUNTING CONTROL QUESTIONNAIRE
INTRODUCTION
This questionnaire is designed for the typical manufacturing or service company, division or subsidiary.
However, the questions are broad enough to apply to
almost any company, and are structured to enable the
obtaining and interrelating of information with the
specific objectives of internal accounting control and
related error types. Of course, no questionnaire can
anticipate all circumstances and risks, though most
commercial companies are similar. This questionnaire is designed to emphasize many common key
controls useful in meeting the specific objectives of
internal accounting control, but it cannot list all
possible controls. Even when good controls are present, meeting the specific objectives of internal accounting control depends on their effective and continuing operation. Essentially, this questionnaire
provides an easy method to gather information about
controls that are designed to avoid or minimize specific types of errors and thus to achieve the specific
objectives of internal accounting control.
USING THE QUESTIONNAIRE
What Is It?
The questionnaire represents a distillation of the key
elements in the evaluation of an internal accounting
control system. The questionnaire combines the specific objective of internal accounting control with the
most common and powerful controls ordinarily used to
meet those objectives.
The questionnaire has two major sections. The first
deals with the internal accounting control environment
- how management has addressed the key authorization matters common to all businesses. The second
section deals with whether management's specific and
general authorizations are being complied with.
Who Will Use It?
This will vary from company to company, division
to division. However, Section I, which deals with the
key authorization decisions, requires consideration by
senior management such as the Vice President - Finance, corporate or divisional controllers or the chief
internal auditor. Of course, the detailed analysis may
be performed by management or others and summarized for those at the decision-making level.
Section II which considers detailed activity controls

by transaction cycle (i.e., sales and receivables, purchases and payables, etc.) is likely to be assigned for
completion to the operational management responsible
for each cycle, or to the internal auditors or unit controllers. With regard to both sections, your independent auditors can be engaged to give assistance and
advice.
When Is It To Be Used?
The questionnaire is designed to provide a framework for determining the key areas needing review,
and for accumulating information to determine
whether a specific objective of internal accounting
control has been achieved. Consequently, it is useful in
planning the controls that need review, and the level of
review required.
How Is It To Be Used?
The questionnaire identifies the specific objectives
and related potential error types that will apply to most
companies. As such it reduces the need for each company to "reinvent the wheel." Each company can use
it as the foundation on which to build its own evaluation process, tailoring it to meet the company's conditions.
Section I, the control environment, is applicable to
all companies. It covers authorization, segregation of
duties, communication and monitoring of compliance.
It lists control objectives that need to be met and
examples of controls helpful in achieving these objectives. Each company must consider what controls it
has and whether they meet the objectives. In this section there is no provision for yes or no answers against
specific controls, only against the control objectives.
This recognizes that the whole area of control
environment is very subjective, and there are no
categorically right or wrong procedures.
The company should document whether it has or
has not met the objective. This should be done by
means of memoranda outlining the objective and discussing the specific applicable controls and procedures. The questionnaire has space for cross referencing to supporting working papers and memoranda to
show how the conclusion was reached on each objective.
In Section II, the format and the procedures are different. This section is organized by transaction cycles,
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and for each cycle the questionnaire identifies the specific objectives of internal accounting control and the
related potential error types. It then provides examples
of common and powerful controls that help to prevent
or detect errors. As a first step to using these sections
the company should consider whether the specific objectives given are applicable, and whether the company is exposed to any other significant types of potential error; space is provided in the questionnaire for
listing additional potential error types. However, the
instances when a company's specific objectives or
potential error types do not fall into one of the
categories indicated should be few.
Once the determination of specific objectives and
error types has been made, the key controls should be
considered and identified. For each specific objective
the questionnaire gives examples of the key controls
over the usual error types. In many cases powerful
controls cover several objectives and error types. In
such cases the control is repeated as applicable, and
there is room for listing additional or valid alternative
controls.
A separate judgment will now be required as to
which specific controls are going to be evaluated,
noting this in the column provided. Companies will
often find they have numerous controls in operation
which all aid in the prevention or detection of a
potential error type; however, only those which will
be relied upon should be tested. Often there will be
one or two controls more powerful than the rest and
which by themselves should control the error type
and achieve the objective. These should be tested
first, and only if unsatisfactory should the testing be
widened to other controls.
The testing of controls is an essential part of the
evaluation process. Suitable tests are discussed in
Appendix 4. Obviously no assessment as to whether a
specific objective has been achieved can be made
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purely on the strength of answering the questionnaire. A yes answer as to the existence of a control
does not establish that possible errors will be prevented. The control must be tested and an assessment
made of its continuing effectiveness. Similarly, a no
answer does not necessarily mean a weakness exists.
It could also mean:
• The possible error has already been controlled by
another control and the absent control was, in effect, redundant
• Another control in the existing system could be
identified as applicable to the possible error under
consideration.
Each control to be relied upon must be tested and the
nature of the test and its results documented. For each
potential error type the results of the tests on the several applicable controls must be considered, an overall
conclusion reached, and the results noted in the questionnaire.
How Do You Deal With EDP?
When controls incorporated into EDP processing
are important to achieving the specific objectives of
internal accounting control they should be specifically
dealt with as discussed in Appendix 3.
What Is The End Product?
The end product will be a completed questionnaire
for each individual unit; in some cases Section I could
be completed for a group with a separate Section II for
each operating unit. For each specific objective, the
related potential error types and whether those are
adequately controlled will be shown, along with information about the key controls.
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SECTION I

d.

Determination of price and terms

ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROLS

e.

Adjustments to sales-related balances

2.
This section of the questionnaire is divided into four
parts that correspond to the basic elements of internal
accounting controls:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

A.

Authorization
Segregation of Duties
Communication
Monitoring of Compliance
Assessment of the Accounting
Control Environment

AUTHORIZATION

The internal accounting control environment generally affects all aspects of internal accounting control.
Consequently, an overall assessment is required to determine whether the environment is conducive to effective compliance with management's specific or
general authorizations. Also needed is reconsideration
and challenge that what has been authorized in the past
is still practical, workable and unequivocal. A review
of authorizations can also provide an assessment of the
adequacy of the related documentation and the efficiency with which the authorization was communicated.
What Needs To Be Decided? There are many basic
decisions management must make and communicate
in any business of even modest size. These involve
both the exchanges of assets with outsiders and the
safeguarding of assets within the corporation. Consequently, management must determine by whom, under
what conditions, and in what manner these activities
should be conducted. Authorizations (excluding EDP,
covered in Appendix 3) are needed for all of the following major business activities:
1.

3.

Sales Cycle
a.

Granting of credit

b.

Acceptance of orders

c.

Shipment of goods or performance of services

4.

Purchase Cycle
a.

Requisitioning of goods and services

b.

Selection of supplier, agreement of price
and terms and placing of order

c.

Approval of purchase invoice

d.

Approval of payment and the account to be
charged

Wages/Salaries Cycle
a.

Authorization to work

b.

Number of hours worked

c.

Rate or salary

d.

Withholdings

e.

Payment

f.

Allocation of payroll costs

Cost and Inventory Records
a.

The determination of the types and quantity
of goods to be manufactured

b.

How goods are to be manufactured

c.

Making adjustments, deductions or writeoffs of inventory related balances

What Is Determined By The Authorization? The
general decisions management makes should specifically address the routine actions of employees in performing their assigned functions. Also, management
should specify what employees should and should not
do, either by types of transactions, by limitations of
access to assets, or by indicating amount limitations.
These authority designations are used to determine
whether the specific objectives of internal accounting
control have been achieved in a particular situation.
Each major aspect of the transaction related to
safeguarding assets or controlling and processing activities should be covered by management's authorization.
Authorization can be either general or specific. In
the course of business events, management authorizes
generally when it establishes policies for the organization to follow. Subordinates are instructed to imple-
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ment these general authorizations for transactions
within the limits set by the policy. Examples of general
authority are the issuance of fixed price lists for the
sales of products, credit limits for customers, and
automatic reorder points for purchases.
Specific authority has to do with individual transactions. For some transactions, management is unwilling
to establish a general authorization, preferring a caseby-case basis. These are usually nonroutine transac-
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tions and are separately addressed herein. An example
is the authorization of major capital expenditures in a
manufacturing company only by senior management.
Whether management's authorizations are sufficient
can be assessed by determining whether an authorization exists for each of the numbered questions that follow. Examples of matters often considered for each
specific objective are also given.

Touche Ross Accounting Control Evaluation
Objective Achieved
YES

NO

Working
Paper
Reference

Identification of Key Controls
1.

Does the company have specific and/or general
authorizations to assure that suitable procedures
exist and are communicated, for the following
key stages in the sales cycle:
a.

Granting of credit

b.

Acceptance of orders

c.

Shipment of goods or performance of services

d.

Determination of price and terms

e.

Adjustments to sales related balances

Examples of matters often considered and, if applicable, documented:
- How is a customer's credit standing determined?
- Are lists of approved customers and agreed
discounts appropriate? If so, how are modifications made to such lists?
- Are standardized price lists and delivery
terms necessary?
- Who can accept an order and under what
conditions is it necessary to obtain approval
and from whom?
- What procedures are necessary for assuring
that goods or services can be provided before
accepting orders?
- What procedures are necessary for goods returned, credits issued, and the write-off of
uncollectible accounts?
- What other or alternative procedures are
necessarily related to sales of goods or services or controls?
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Objective Achieved
YES

2.

Does the company have specific and/or general
guidelines to assure that suitable authorization
procedures take place at the following key stages
of the purchases cycle?
a.

Requisitioning of goods and services

b.

Selection of supplier, agreement of price
and terms, and placing of orders

c.

Approval of purchase invoice

d.

Approval of payment and the account to be
charged

Examples of matters often considered and, if applicable, documented:
- How are goods or services requisitioned?
- Are designated forms and specified approvals required?
- How are ordering forms controlled?
- When are quotations from potential suppliers
necessary and how does that affect the approval of an order?
- Are lists of approved suppliers used?
- How are invoices approved for payment and
the account to be charged determined?
- How is the check signing activity controlled
and what documentation must be provided?
- What other or alternative procedures or controls are necessary related to the purchasing
cycle?
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NO

Working
Paper
Reference
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Objective Achieved
YES

3.

NO

Working
Paper
Reference

Does the company have specific and/or general
guidelines to assure that suitable authorization
procedures take place at the following key stages
of the wages/salaries cycle?
a.

Authorization to work

b.

Number of hours worked

c.

Rate or salary

d.

Withholdings

e.

Payment

f.

Allocation of payroll costs

Examples of matters to be considered and, if applicable, documented:
- What are the criteria for hiring employees?
- How are hirings authorized?
- What are the criteria for discharging employees and how is that authorized?
- How are modifications in employee levels,
rates of pay, and other key stages determined
and authorized?
- How are bonuses and other special payments
determined and authorized?
- How is the allocation of payroll cost determined?
- Do the Board of Directors approve for any
changes in terms of employment relating to
senior officers or directors, and if so, how is
that accomplished?
- What other or alternative procedures or controls are there that are necessarily related to
wages and salaries?
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Objective Achieved
YES

4.

Does the company have specific and/or general
guidelines to assure that suitable authorization
procedures at the following key stages of the
cost and inventory records cycle?
a.

Production

b.

Inventory or warehouse control

c.

Adjustments to inventory related balances

Examples of matters often considered, and if applicable, documented:
- How are production plans determined and
authorized, i.e., what, how much of, and
when products are to be manufactured?
- How are inventory levels controlled, obsolete items identified, and adjustments to inventory balances determined?
- How are production levels harmonized with
customer orders and sales forecasts?
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Working
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Reference
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B.

SEGREGATION OF DUTIES

Segregation of duties is that arrangement of responsibilities whereby the work of one employee is
checked by another, and responsibility for custody of
assets is not placed with the same employee that maintains the records.
Specific Objectives of Internal Accounting Control. Segregation of duties affects all of the specific
objectives of internal accounting control, to varying
degrees depending on the particular risks. For example, the AICPA's Report of the Special Advisory Committee on Internal Accounting Control,
says that
segregation of duties in financial reporting matters
"typically involves subjective judgment to a greater
extent than control procedures over processing routine
transactions, some of which may be relatively
mechanical" (page 26).

Identification of Key Controls. In identifying how
key segregation controls relate to achieving the specific objectives of internal accounting control, assessment of risk is the most useful framework. Risk assessment and a determination of how controls based
on the segregation of duties mitigates those risks, is
best performed when directed to a specific asset or
transaction. Pertinent to such an assessment are:
• The ease with which assets can be converted or
misappropriated (e.g., cash is usually more convertible than plant and machinery)
• The frequency of transactions and their unit value
• The complexity of the transaction and its recording and reporting characteristics.
For consideration of segregation of duties in EDP, see
Appendix 3.

Objective Achieved
YES

1.

NO

Working
Paper
Reference

Do the specific procedures or controls assure
that those having custody over assets do not also
have responsibility for maintaining records relating to those assets? This should be considered
for:
a. Accounts receivable
b. Cash
c. Property, plant and equipment
d. Investments
e. Inventory
f. Other similar assets (detail below)
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Objective Achieved
YES

2.

Do the specific procedures or controls assure
that those responsible for maintaining accounting records are also not able to initiate or approve transactions?
This should be considered for the company's
significant transaction types and accounting records, including:
a.

Accounts receivable and
-

b.

Sales
Receipts
Adjustments
Discounts

Accounts payable and
- Purchases
- Payments
- Adjustments and credits due

3.
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c.

Wages and salaries records and personnel

d.

Property, plant and equipment

e.

Investments

f.

Similar assets or liabilities (detail below)

Do the specific procedures or controls assure
that those responsible for handling cash do not
also have access to related accounting records?

NO

Working
Paper
Reference
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Objective Achieved
YES

4.

NO

Working
Paper
Reference

Do the specific procedures or controls assure
that those responsible for maintaining records
and the transmittal of information to customers
do not also have responsibility for reconciling
those records to information received from outside the organization?
Examples of matters often considered and, if applicable, documented:
- Are reconciliations of bank statements prepared by someone independent of the cashier
function?
- Are supplier's statements reconciled by
someone independent of accounts payable
record keeping function?
- Are accounts receivable disputes or similar
matters resolved by someone independent to
the accunts receivable record keeping function?
- Are control accounts such as accounts receivable, accounts payable or other similar
accounts reconciled with subsidiary or detailed records or someone independent of the
detailed record keeping function?

5.

Do the specific procedures or controls assure
that customer complaints are brought to the attention of persons independent of those directly
involved in the transactions?
Examples of matters often considered and, if applicable, documented:
- Is the opening, separation and routing of
mail independent of persons responsible for
either recording or originating transactions?
- Is there a separate postal address to be used
in cases of complaint?
- Is there a separate complaint department?
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C.

COMMUNICATION

Communications, the transmittal of what has been
authorized, affects all of the processing and recording
activities. Clear and well planned communication
aids such as forms, manuals and charts of accounts
can significantly contribute to achieving compliance
with management's authorizations.
Identification of Key Controls. In identifying and
evaluating key communications controls, the significance of the specific matter as well as the possibility
for misunderstanding provides a useful framework for
risk assessment. The assessment should consider the
nature, extent and timing of the communications.

• Who will use the information, and how?
• How complex is the information and what is the
likelihood of error in its transmittal?
• How long will the information be needed?
• Is the information readily available?
• How quickly and often must the information be
acted on?
For consideration of communications in EDP, see Appendix 3.

Objective Achieved
YES

1.
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Are the communications and the related procedures and methods employed adequate to enable employees or other members of management to:
a.

Understand management's specific or general authorizations as it affects the performance of their assigned functions

b.

Comply with them

c.

Design or follow reasonable control strategies

d.

Test compliance with authorizations

NO

Working
Paper
Reference
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Objective Achieved
YES

e.

NO

Working
Paper
Reference

Provide a basis for reporting possible violations
to an appropriate level of management that is independent of or at least one level above those
directly involved.
Examples of matters to be considered and, if applicable, documented:
- Does the company have clearly defined lines
of responsibility, such as a detailed organization chart?
- Does the company communicate information
such as accounting or administrative procedures, authorization guidelines or codes of
conduct or practice, by way of manuals or
written instructions?
- Does the company use prenumbered documents where practical in the accounting for
routine transactions and activities?
- Are key forms designed for ease of use and
review?
- Are key forms and records designed for multiple use whenever possible so as to
minimize the number of different forms and
recording activities?
- Does the company use charts of accounts
that are sufficiently comprehensive to enable
all significant types of transactions to be
dealt with as well as reported on?
- Does the company have records retention
and filing procedures to enable reasonable
retrieval of all significant information in relation to actual or estimated needs, including:
• Controlled access to key files and documents, books and records
• Suitable referencing and cross-referencing conventions
• Sufficient retrieval capability
- Are the training procedures sufficient so that
employees are able to comply with applicable authorizations?
- Do procedures or a framework exist where
employees can report possible violations of
management's specific or general authorizations to a level of management at least one
level higher than the one they report to?
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D.

MONITORING COMPLIANCE

Monitoring of compliance is necessary to obtain
reasonable assurance that management's authorizations are actually being followed. As stated in the
AICPA's Report on Internal Accounting Control
(page 24):
Monitoring takes place through such actions as
management supervision, representations, audits
or other compliance tests, and approval and control of changes in procedures. Monitoring is an
integral part of the continuing process of evaluating the control environment and the effectiveness
of control procedures.
To be effective, monitoring must be organized to use
resources in a rational and specified manner. An excellent basis for determining how to commit those resources is the assessment of the degree of risk: focus
on the most significant risk first, watching for other
areas that might also require priority attention even
though the transactions or resources are not as significant.

Identification of Key Controls. When identifying
and evaluating the monitoring activity, several factors
need to be considered:
• Can deviations from management authorizations
be identified by reference to financial or operational reports?
• What are the inducements to comply with
authorizations; what are the penalties for noncompliance and how are violations dealt with?
• What is found through monitoring compliance
with authorizations, and what action is taken?
• How does compliance monitoring fit into the organization? What are the reporting responsibilities, its acceptability as a career path for
those engaged in it, and how does management
assess its performance.
• How are personnel for monitoring
trained and compensated?

For consideration of compliance monitoring in EDP,
see Appendix 3.

Objective Achieved
YES

1.

Does the company set realistic targets for performance and, then compare and analyze subsequent performance against those targets to
identify and investigate variances?

2.

Is the compliance monitoring function sufficient
to assure that significant deviations from management's specific or general authorization can
be identified?
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selected

NO

Working
Paper
Reference
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Objective Achieved
YES

3.

NO

Working
Paper
Reference

Are known deviations investigated and corrective actions taken where appropriate? All the
controls relevant to the above points are dealt
with below.
Examples of matters to be considered and, if applicable, documented:
- Does the company have an internal audit
function?
- Is this internal audit function independent of
operating departments?
- Does the internal audit function report to a
sufficiently high level of authority in the
company to assure that its findings will receive consideration and appropriate action?
- Are the supervision procedures sufficient to
assure that employees will comply with
management's specific or general authorizations?
- Does the company set budgets and associate
actual results with budget expectations, investigating significant variances.
- Are comparisons made of current performance with that of prior periods to identify
unexpected or unexplained changes in activities or trends
- Does the enterprise have a system for reporting against specific responsibilities?
- Are work study techniques or other performance measurement approaches used to determine reasonable expected levels of results?
- Are techniques or procedures used to identify and report on unusual or exceptional
transactions?
- Are techniques or procedures used to identify transactions which are expected but have
not yet occurred?
- Others (detail below)
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E.

ASSESSMENT OF THE INTERNAL
ACCOUNTING CONTROL
ENVIRONMENT

This step can be performed by reviewing and
evaluating the questionnaire. The AICPA Report on
Internal Accounting Control states (page 12):
Internal accounting controls cannot be evaluated
in a vacuum. Several factors have a significant
impact on the selection and effectiveness of a
company's accounting control procedures and
techniques.
The committee has found the term internal accounting control environment to be a convenient
way to describe these factors. Some are clearly
visible, internal audit function. Some are intangible, like the competence and integrity of personnel. Some, like organizational structure and
the way in which management communicates,
enforces, and reinforces policy, vary so widely
among companies that they can be contrasted
more easily than they can be compared.
Although it is difficult to measure the
significance of each factor, it is generally possible
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to make an overall evaluation. The committee believes that an overall evaluation of a company's
internal accounting control environment is a necessary prelude to the evaluation of control procedures and techniques.
A poor control environment would make some
accounting controls inoperative for all intents and
purposes because, for example, individuals
would hesitate to challenge a management override of a specific control procedure. On the other
hand, a strong control environment, for example,
one with tight budgetary controls and an effective
internal audit function, can significantly complement specific accounting control procedures
and techniques.
The assessments made for each major aspect of the
internal accounting control environment should be
reviewed to enable an overall assessment to be made
and documented. This assessment determines if the
internal accounting control environment contributes
to compliance with management authorizations.
Additionally, areas should have been identified that
require improvement and an action plan should be developed to address those matters in an efficient and effective manner.
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S E C T I O N II
ACTIVITY CONTROLS
This part of the questionnaire identifies specific objectives of internal accounting control, in contrast with
Section I questions that deal with the control environment. Some key controls deal with more than one objective, and there is more than one key control for each
objective. The assessment of "how much is enough"
is based on whether the identified risk has been adequately covered; and this is, in turn, accomplished
through assessment of:
• Management's own compliance monitoring system as related to specific objectives

an approach is recognized in the AICPA Report on
Internal Accounting Control (page 21).
The committee has found the cycle approach to
be a convenient way for it to develop illustrative
specific objectives and examples of control procedures and techniques. The cycle approach transcends the differences in the ways companies are
organized and results in an overview of all the effects of a transaction that frequently cross
functional lines within a company.
The cycles common to most commercial organizations
are:
• Sales, billings, receivables and collections
• Purchases, payables and payments

• Objectives and controls for routine transaction
cycles

• Wages and salaries

• Objectives and controls for nonroutine transactions

• Books, records and reports.

How Management's Own Compliance Monitoring
System Relates to Specific Objectives
In Section I, part D of this questionnaire an assessment was made of how management's own monitoring
system can provide assurance as to whether employees
are performing within their delegated authorities.
Those monitoring controls provide a reinforcement in
assuring that the specific objectives of internal accounting control have been achieved. Whatever management monitoring system, it should be correlated to
each of the specific objectives. The questionnaire in
this Section provides space for this correlation.

ROUTINE TRANSACTIONS, CYCLES,
O B J E C T I V E S AND C O N T R O L S
The vast majority of any commercial enterprise's
transactions are repetitive, routine and can be organized into cycles of activities and controls. (Nonroutine transactions that occur infrequently should be
considered separately.) The effectiveness of using such

• Cost and inventory records
Each cycle is individually considered. Specific objectives, potential error types, and examples of key controls are correlated. Where part or all of the processing
within a cycle involves EDP, reference should be made
to Appendix 3.
Degree Of Control
For each control tested an evaluation is made as to
how effective the control is in preventing or detecting
the potential errors it covers. This evaluation is recorded in the fourth column of the questionnaire of
the type shown on page 37. Suggested approaches for
evaluation are given in Appendix 4.
Judgment about the degree of control over potential error types, and whether a system of controls
achieves its specific objectives, represents a summation of earlier tests and judgments accomplished by
identifying and evaluating key controls. This summation, by error type, is recorded in the "Degree of
Control" column, as on page 36. It is then possible to
answer whether a specific objective has been
achieved. An illustration, as pages 36-38 might be
used, follows page 64.
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SALES, BILLINGS, RECEIVABLES AND
C O L L E C T I O N S CYCLE
Specific Objective
A.

The authorization to ship goods or to provide services should result in the preparation, to the appropriate degree of accuracy,* of accounting
records including the:
- Pricing of goods and services
- Allocation to the correct customer's account,
revenue accounts and time period.
Degree of Control

Working Paper
Reference

YES/NO

Working Paper
Reference

Related potential error types
A1

Goods shipped but not invoiced

A2

Sales invoiced but not recorded

A3

Sales amount recorded incorrectly

A4

Sales not properly costed

A5

Sales misclassified

A6

Sales recorded in the wrong period

A7

Goods shipped to bad credit risk

A8

Others (detail below)

Specific objective achieved?

T h e qualifying phrase, "appropriate degree of accuracy" is
used throughout this questionnaire to emphasize that precise accuracy for its own sake is not an objective. The need for accuracy should be assessed relative to the underlying objectives of
internal accounting control and whether, in the last analysis,
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exactitude is necessary for that objective to be met. The underlying objective of all internal accounting controls is either: (a)
the preparation of reliable financial information, or (b) the
safeguarding of assets.
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Identification of Key Controls

Specific
Objectives
and
Potential
Error Types

Control Key Control
Appears
To Be
To Be
Relied
Present
Upon

Evaluation
After
Testing

Ref.

Examples of types of controls to be considered
and, if applicable, documented:
1.

a.

Timely matching of prenumbered shipping documents to sales invoices and
the follow-up of unmatched items

A1

b.

Where services are supplied on a time
basis, assuring that all accountable time
has been recharged to customers

A1

c.

Use of prenumbered customer order
forms to record orders received with
subsequent follow-up of open orders to
detect unbilled shipments

A1

d.

Comparison of outward movements on
perpetual inventory records with shipping and billing documentation

A1

e.

Use of prenumbered sales invoices with
independent follow-up of serial continuity

A2

f.

Use of batch controls when transmitting numerous documents

A2

g.

Reconciliation of daily billings totals
with total receivables postings

A2

h.

An independent verification or validation of critical data aspects, e.g., price,
quantity, discounts, account coding,
and date

A3, A4,
A5, A6

i.

Comparison of data on sales invoices
with that on order entry forms and
shipping documentation

A3

j.

Independent checking of extensions
and footings

A3

k.

Use of exception reports based upon
reasonableness checks or limit checks,
e.g., billings or unit values in excess of
stated limits

A3, A4,
A5

1.

Timely review of the serial continuity
of prenumbered invoices or other cutoff
procedures such as the use of different
codes for different periods

A6
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m.

The independent investigation of accounts receivable credit balances

A2, A3,
A5, A6

n.

The independent investigation and
follow-up of overdue accounts receivable balances

A3, A5,
A6 ,B1,
C1, C2,C4

o.

Use of a department which is independent of the sales, billing and accounts
receivable functions to investigate customer complaints

A3, A5,
A6, B1,
C1, C2, C4

p.

The use of standard, job or batch cost
systems to accumulate and allocate
production costs

A4, A5

q.

Preparation and review of gross profit
margins by product line

A4, A5

r.

Regular reconciliation of actual inventory quantities to inventory records
with investigation of discrepancies

A4

s.

Maintenance of up-to-date credit information to enable credit worthiness to
be checked before goods or services are
provided

A7

t.

Others (detail below). For example,
those identified in the review of management's monitoring of compliance,
Section I, part D
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Specific Objective
B.

The recording of sales and receipts must be supported by appropriate evidence showing that the
goods or services recorded were provided and
that the cash was received.

Degree of Control

Working Paper
Reference

YES/NO

Working Paper
Reference

Related potential error types
B1

Sales recorded but goods not shipped

B2

Cash receipts recorded but not deposited

B3

Others (detail below)

Specific objective achieved?
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Specific
Objectives
and
Potential
Error Types

Identification of Key Controls
Examples of types of controls to be considered
and, if applicable, documented:
2.
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a.

Use of prenumbered invoices which
can only be created on receipt of
suitably authorized documentation

B1

b.

Matching of prenumbered invoices to
documentation recording the supplying
of goods or services

B1

c.

Follow-up on unmatched invoices

B1

d.

Cross referencing of invoices to documents recording the supplying of
goods or services

B1

e.

Independent investigation and followup of overdue accounts receivable balances

B1,A3,
A5, A6,
C1, C2,C4

f.

Use of a department which is independent of the sales, billings and accounts
receivable functions for investigating
complaints from customers

B1, A3,
AS, A6,
C1, C2, C4

g.

Bank reconciliations prepared at regular intervals and independently reviewed

B2 ,C2,
C5

h.

Lock box
payments

B2 ,C1

i.

Segregation of duties between those responsible for handling and listing cash
receipts and those who are responsible
for posting to the sales and general ledgers, maintaining the cash receipts
book and making bank deposits

j.

Others (detail below). For example,
those identified in the review of management's monitoring of compliance,
Section I, part D

is

used

for

customer

B2, C1,
C2

Control Key Control
Appears
To Be
To Be
Relied
Present
Upon

Evaluation
After
Testing

Ref.
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Specific Objective
C.

All receipts must be:
- Accurately recorded and deposited
- Allocated to the correct customer's account,
in the correct period, and properly applied.

Degree of Control

Working Paper
Reference

YES/NO

Working Paper
Reference

Related potential error types
C1

Cash receipts not recorded or deposited

C2

Cash receipts deposited but not recorded

C3

Cash receipts amount recorded incorrectly

C4

Cash receipts credited to wrong account

C5

Cash receipts credited in wrong period

C6

Others (detail below)

Specific objective achieved?
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Specific
Objectives
and
Potential
Error Types

Identification of Key Controls
Examples of types of controls to be considered
and, if applicable, documented:
3.
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a.

Lock box for customer payments

C1, B2

b.

Segregation of duties between those responsible for handling and listing cash
receipts and those who are responsible
for posting to the sales and general ledgers, maintaining the cash receipts
book and making deposits

C1, C2,
B2

c.

Use of cash registers and similar machines containing a controlled-access
cash register tape

C1, C2

d.

A central mailroom that lists incoming
cash items for subsequent reconciliations to deposits

C1, C2

e.

Bank reconciliations prepared at regular intervals and independently reviewed

C2, C5,
B2

f.

The independent investigation and
follow-up of overdue accounts receivable balances

C1, C2,
C4 , A3,
A5, A6, B1

g.

Use of a department which is independent of the sales, billings and accounts
receivable functions for investigating
complaints from customers

C1, C2,
C4, A3,
A6, B1

h.

Others (detail below). For example,
those identified in the review of management's monitoring of compliance,
Section I, part D

Control Key Control
Appears
To Be
To Be
Relied
Present
Upon

Evaluation
After
Testing

Ref.
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PURCHASES, PAYABLES AND PAYMENTS
CYCLE
Specific Objective
A.

The receipt of goods or services should result in
the preparation, to the appropriate degree of accuracy, of accounting records including the:
- Purchase and inventory or expense entries as
to account and amount
- The allocation, in the correct time period, to
the appropriate payable account with sufficient information to identify the supplier.

Degree of Control

Working Paper
Reference

YES/NO

Working Paper
Reference

Related potential error types
A1

Liability incurred but not recorded

A2

Purchase amount recorded incorrectly

A3

Purchase charged to wrong account

A4

Purchase/liability recorded in wrong period

A5

Purchase not authorized

A6

Others (detail below)

Specific objective achieved?
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Specific
Objectives
and
Potential
Error Types

Identification of Key Controls
Examples of types of controls to be considered
and, if applicable, documented:
1.

a.

Prenumbered records of receipts are
matched to purchase invoices and
authorized orders and unmatched items
followed-up and investigated

A1, A5

b.

Maintenance of a receiving log that sequentially numbers receipts

A1

c.

Independent reconciliation and review
of suppliers' statements

A1, A2,
A3, A4,
B2, B3,
B4, C2

d.

Invoice quantities, prices, dates of receipt and terms agreed to authorized
purchase order documentation and receiving slips

A2, A4,
A5

e.

Verification of extensions and footings
of invoices

A2

f.

Independent checks of expense analysis
and account codings on invoices

A3

g.

Use of purchase requisitions which
must be appropriately authorized before a purchase order can be placed

h.
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Others (detail below). For example,
those identified in the review of management's monitoring of compliance,
Section I, part D

A5

Control Key Control
Appears
To Be
To Be
Relied
Present
Upon

Evaluation
After
Testing

Ref.
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Specific Objective
B.

All payments made should result in the preparation, to the appropriate degree of accuracy, of
accounting records including the:
- Payable amount
- Allocation, in the correct time period, to the
appropriate payable account with sufficient
information to identify the payee.
Degree of Control

Working Paper
Reference

YES/NO

Working Paper
Reference

Related potential error types
B1

Payment made, but not recorded

B2

Payment charged to wrong account

B3

Payment amount recorded incorrectly

B4

Payment recorded in the wrong period

B5

Others (detail below)

Specific objective achieved?
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Specific
Objectives
and
Potential
Error Types

Identification of Key Controls
Examples of types of controls to be considered
and, if applicable, documented:
1.
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a.

Use of prenumbered checks

B1

b.

Independent follow-up of the serial
continuity of checks

B1, B4

c.

Bank reconciliations performed on a
regular basis

B1, B3,
B4, C2

d.

Numerical sequence of unused checks
accounted for

B1

e.

Spoiled or cancelled checks accounted
for and retained

B1

f.

Stocks of unissued checks controlled

B1

g.

Periodic independent reconciliations
between stocks of checks received from
the bank, checks issued and checks on
hand

B1

h.

Independent reconciliation and review
of supplier's statements

B2,
B4,
A2,
A4,

i.

Others (detail below). For example,
those identified in the review of management's monitoring of compliance,
Section I, part D

B3,
A1,
A3,
C2

Control Key Control
Appears
To Be
To Be
Relied
Present
Upon

Evaluation
After
Testing

Ref.
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Specific Objective
C.

The recording of purchases or the making of
payments must be supported by appropriate evidence showing that the goods or services were
received and the cash paid.

Degree of Control

Working Paper
Reference

YES/NO

Working Paper
Reference

Related potential error types
C1

Purchase/payable recorded, but goods not
received/services not performed

C2

Payments recorded but not made

C3

Others (detail below)

Specific objective achieved?
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Identification of Key Controls
Examples of types of controls to be considered
and, if applicable, documented:
1.
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a.

Checking of purchase invoices to prenumbered receiving slips

C1

b.

Invoices suitably cancelled when paid
to prevent resubmission and duplicate
payments

C1

c.

Independent reconciliation and review
of suppliers' statements

C2
A2,
A4,
B3,

d.

Bank reconciliations performed on a
regular basis

C2 ,B1,
B3, B4

e.

Others (detail below). For example,
those identified in the review of management's monitoring of compliance,
Section I, part D

,A1,
A3,
B2,
B4
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WAGES AND SALARIES CYCLE
Specific Objectives
A.

All payroll liabilities should result in the preparation, to the appropriate degree of accuracy, of
accounting records including the:
- Amount of the liability
- Allocation of this amount to the appropriate
expenditure accounts and time period.

Degree of Control

Working Paper
Reference

YES/NO

Working Paper
Reference

Related potential error types
A1

Employee underpaid/payroll understated

A2

Errors in payroll calculation and summary

A3

Wages/salaries charged to wrong account

A4

Others (detail below)

Specific objective achieved?
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Identification of Key Controls

Specific
Objectives
and
Potential
Error Types

Examples of types of controls to be considered
and, if applicable, documented:
1.

a.

Payroll calculations checked by second
employee

A2, B1,
B2

b.

Use of exception reports to highlight
items in excess of stated limits

A1, A2,
B1, B2

c.

Current payroll reconciled to standard
payroll

A1, A2,
B1, B2

d.

Current payroll reconciled to previous
payroll

A1, A2,
B1, B2

e.

Allocation of wages and salary costs
independently reviewed

A2

Periodic investigation of variances between anticipated or standard costs and
actual costs of production

A3

f.

g.
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Others (detail below). For example,
those identified in the review of management's monitoring of compliance,
Section I, part D

Control Key Control
Appears
To Be
To Be
Relied
Present
Upon

Evaluation
After
Testing

Ref.
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Specific Objective
B.

All recorded payroll liabilities should be supported by appropriate evidence showing that the
liability is for authorized work actually performed by authorized employees, temporaries or
consultants.

Degree of Control

Working Paper
Reference

YES/NO

Working Paper
Reference

Related potential error types
B1

Employee overpaid/payroll inflated

B2

Employees paid for work not done

B3

Others (detail below)

Specific objective achieved?
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Specific
Objectives
and
Potential
Error Types

Identification of Key Controls
Examples of types of controls to be considered
and, if applicable, documented:
2.
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a.

Challenging employees for identification when a payroll is distributed

B1

b.

Employees signing for receipt
payroll when paid in cash

of

B1

c.

Approval by a foreman of time cards
and overtime required for payroll preparation

B2

d.

Piecework
payment

prior to

B2

e.

Departmental heads approval of staff
overtime

B2

f.

Piecework cards compared to production records

B2

g.

Salesmen's commissions compared to
related sales amounts

B2

h.

Payrolls compared to time records,
e.g., time cards or time sheets

B2

i.

Payroll calculations checked by second
employee

B1, B2,
A2

j.

Use of exception reports to highlight
items in excess of stated limits

B1, B2,
A1, A2

k.

Current payroll reconciled to standard
payroll

B1, B2,
A1, A2

1.

Current payroll reconciled to previous
payroll

B1, B2,
A1, A2

m.

Others (detail below). For example,
those identified in the review of management's monitoring of compliance,
Section I, part D

cards approved

Control Key Control
Appears
To Be
To Be
Relied
Present
Upon

Evaluation
After
Testing

Ref.
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COST AND INVENTORY RECORDS CYCLE
Specific Objectives
A.

The use of inventory or other resources should
result in the preparation, to the appropriate degree of accuracy, of accounting records including the:
- Cost of such inventory or resources consumed
- Allocation of that cost, in the correct time
period, to the appropriate cost and inventory
records.

Degree of Control

Working Paper
Reference

Related potential error types
A1

Inventory consumed, but not charged to
production

A2

Consumption of inventory not recorded accurately

A3

Others (detail below)

YES/NO

Working Paper
Reference

Specific objective achieved?
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Specific
Objectives
and
Potential
Error Types

Identification of Key Controls
Examples of types of controls to be considered
and, if applicable, documented:
1.
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a.

Appropriate control over the movement
of materials, for example, by using
prenumbered receipts or other similar
devices, or by direct charges to the receiving department or project

A1

b.

Periodic investigations of variances between anticipated or standard and actual costs of production

A1, A2,
B1

c.

Periodic examinations to compare actual inventory to the inventory records
and general ledger figures, with investigation of any differences

A1, A2,
B1

d.

Central stock rooms

A1

e.

Limited access to inventories
critical inventory control forms

f.

Others (detail below). For example,
those identified in the review of management's monitoring of compliance,
Section I, part D

and

A1, A2

Control Key Control
Appears
To Be
To Be
Relied
Present
Upon

Evaluation
After
Testing

Ref.
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Specific Objective
B.

All recorded inventory costs and resources used
must be supported by appropriate evidence showing that the recorded costs reflect the actual consumption.

Degree of Control

Working Paper
Reference

YES/NO

Working Paper
Reference

Related potential error types
B1

Production costs overstated or understated

B2

Others (detail below)

Specific objective achieved?
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Identification of Key Controls

Specific
Objectives
and
Potential
Error Types

Examples of types of controls to be considered
and, if applicable, documented:
2.
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a.

Periodic investigations of variances between anticipated or standard and actual costs of production

B1,A1,
A2

b.

Periodic examinations to compare actual inventory to the inventory records
and general ledger figures, with investigation of any differences

B1, ,47,
A2

c.

Others (detail below). For example,
those identified in the review of management's monitoring of compliance,
Section 1, part D

Control Key Control
Appears
To Be
To Be
Relied
Present
Upon

Evaluation
After
Testing

Ref.
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BOOKS, RECORDS AND REPORTS CYCLE
Other cycles have assured that only valid financial
data is recorded in books of original entry. This cycle
is concerned with the functions involved in transferring financial data from the books of original entry to
the general or subsidiary ledgers, and with the transfer
of financial data within those ledgers. It also deals
with the recording of such items as allowance for bad
debts, adjustments to the carrying value of property,
plant and equipment and investments (such as depreciation and the reduction of investments to the lower
of cost or market.) It, therefore, carries on where the

other cycles leave off in the process of recording,
summarization and analysis of financial data.

Specific Objectives
A.

All posting of transactions from the books of
original entry to the general or subsidiary ledgers
or between accounts within these ledgers and all
adjustments, deductions or write-offs should be
in accordance with management's general and/or
specific authorizations and to the appropriate degree of accuracy.

Degree of Control

Working Paper
Reference

YES/NO

Working Paper
Reference

Related potential error types
A1

Unauthorized posting or transfer between
accounts or adjustment to account balances

A2

Others (detail below)

Specific objective achieved?
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Specific Objective
B.

All transactions recorded within the books of
original entry should be to the appropriate degree
of accuracy
analyzed and summarized (where
appropriate), and accurately posted to the correct
general or subsidiary ledger accounts, in the correct time period.

Degree of Control

Working Paper
Reference

YES/NO

Working Paper
Reference

Related potential error types
B1

Inaccurate summarization or posting to the
general or subsidiary ledgers, or incorrect
transfer between accounts

B2

Posting or transfer to the wrong ledger account

B3

Posting or transfer made in the wrong time
period

B4

Others (detail below)

Specific objective achieved?
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Specific Objective
C.

All adjustments, deductions or write-offs of account balances (e.g., relating to the depreciation
of fixed assets, the reevaluation of investments
or inventories and allowances for bad debts)
should be calculated, summarized and recorded,
to the appropriate degree of accuracy,
in the
correct time period.

Degree of Control

Working Paper
Reference

YES/NO

Working Paper
Reference

Related potential error types
C1

Inaccurate calculation, summarization of
account adjustment, deduction or write-off

C2

Account adjustment, deduction or write-off
posted to the wrong account

C3

Account adjustment, deduction or write-off
recorded in the wrong period

C4

Others (detail below)

Specific objective achieved?
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Specific Objective
D.

All postings to the general ledger or subsidiary
ledgers or transfers between ledger accounts or
adjustments to general ledger balances should be
supported by and referenced to, adequate,
authorized documentation or by entries in the
books of original entry.

Degree of Control

Working Paper
Reference

YES/NO

Working Paper
Reference

Related potential error types
D1

Ledger postings or transfers or adjustments
unsupported by journal voucher or books of
original entry

D2

Others (detail below)

Specific objective achieved?
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Identification of Key Controls
Because of the relatively small number of controls involved in this cycle, no attempt has been
made to list the controls under each specific objective. Instead, all the controls relevant to the
four specific objectives are dealt with below:
Examples of types of controls to be considered
and, if applicable, documented:

Specific
Objectives
and
Potential
Error Types

a.

Assigned authorization levels for standard and nonstandard journal entries
and adjustments of accounts

A1, D1

b.

Regular independent review of journal
entries and supporting documentation

A1, B1,
B2, B3, D1

c.

Policy statements and procedure manuals which specify how, when and by
whom postings, adjustments to accounts and transfers are to be made

A1

d.

A formal requirement for all nonstandard journal entries to be supported by
adequate documentation

D1

e.

Use of a chart of accounts

B2, C2,

f.

Maintenance of control accounts within
the general ledger

B1, B2,
B3, C1,
C2, C3

g.

Regular reconciliation of control accounts to the related subsidiary records

B1, B2,
B3, C1,
C2, C3,D1

h.

Regular extraction of a trial balance
and prompt investigation of any differences

A1, B1,
B3, C1,
C3

Control Key Control
Appears
To Be
To Be
Relied
Present
Upon

Evaluation
After
Testing

Ref.
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Specific
Objectives
and
Potential
Error Types

i.
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Maintenance of sufficiently detailed
records for plant and equipment and
investments to facilitate the calculation of depreciation and valuation adjustments

C1, C2,
C3

j.

Periodic review of plant and equipment
or other assets as a basis for assessing
the appropriateness of depreciation
rates being used

A1, C1

k.

Restriction of access to books of original entry, journals, the general ledger
and subsidiary ledgers

A1, C1

1.

Others (detail below). For example,
those identified in the review of management's monitoring of compliance,
Section I, part D

Control Key Control
Appears
To Be
To Be
Relied
Present
Upon

Evaluation
After
Testing

Ref.
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NONROUTINE TRANSACTIONS
For a typical manufacturing or service company, the
types of transactions in this category include:
• The issuing and redemption of long-term debt,
borrowings and equity capital
• The purchase and sale of property, plant and
equipment, and investments
In view of the usually small volume of transactions,
each nonroutine item tends to be accorded individual

attention at a higher level than is given to routine
transactions. Thus these transactions are likely to be
controlled more by the control environment and less
by activity controls. Therefore, emphasis should be
placed on whether the control environment (see Section I of this questionnaire) enables the specific objectives for nonroutine transactions to be met.
This assessment should be supported by a memorandum summarizing the procedures that assure the
objective is met. Section I and those parts of Section II
relating to cash receipts and payments should be referred to and considered.

Objective Achieved
YES

Specific Objectives For Nonroutine
A.

NO

Working
Paper
Reference

Transactions

The company should have specific and/or general
authorizations to assure that suitable procedures
adequately cover nonroutine transactions as listed
below.
- Property, plant and equipment purchases or
dispositions
- Investment bought and sold
- Long-term debt, borrowings and equity capital issued or redeemed
- Others
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Objective Achieved
YES

B.

The above transactions should result in the preparation, to the appropriate degree of accuracy, of
accounting data, including:
- Cost of items purchased, sold or redeemed
- Allocation of transactions to the appropriate
income or balance sheet account and the correct period
- Profit or loss on disposal or redemption
- Interest or dividends due.

C.

All receipts or disbursements for these transactions should be recorded and deposited or disbursed, in the correct period.

D.

Others (detail below)
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NO

Working
Paper
Reference
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The
Prepared by: R. E. View
(controller)
SALES, BILLINGS, RECEIVABLES AND
COLLECTIONS CYCLE
Specific Objective
A.

The authorization to ship goods or to provide services should result in the preparation, to the appropriate degree of accuracy, * of accounting
records including the:
- Pricing of goods and services
- Allocation to the correct customer's account,
revenue accounts and time period.

ILLUSTRATION
DOCUMENTING TESTS OF CONTROLS AND
EVALUATIONS
The following four pages illustrate how the second
section of the questionnaire would be completed and
the evaluation process documented.
The reviewer would be expected to produce work
papers to support any work done on testing controls
and document the results and conclusions. Additionally, memoranda would be needed to justify any
overall conclusions in respect of potential error types
(where these are covered by more than one control
which has been tested) and in respect of the overall
specific objective.

Degree of Control

Working Paper
Reference

See
Attached

Related potential error types
High

A1

A1

Goods shipped but not invoiced

A2

Sales invoiced but not recorded

High

A3

Sales amount recorded incorrectly

High
C1

A4

Sales not properly costed

High

A5

Sales misclassified

High

A6

Sales recorded in the wrong period

High

A7

Goods shipped to bad credit risk

None

A8

Others (detail below)

B1

YES/NO

Specific objective achieved?

G
F
E
D

Working Paper
Reference
No w o r k

p a p e r produced.

Conclusion self evident from above Results

*The qualifying phrase, "appropriate degree of accuracy" is
used throughout this questionnaire to emphasize that precise accuracy for its own sake is not an objective. The need for accuracy should he assessed relative to the underlying objectives of
internal accounting control and whether, in the last analysis.

36

exactitude is necessary for that objective to be met The underlying objective of all internal accounting controls is either: (a)
R. E. Views
the preparation of reliable financial information, or (b) the
safeguarding of assets.
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ILLUSTRATION

Specific
Objectives
and
Potential
Error Types

Identification of Key Controls

Control Key Control
Appears
To Be
To Be
Relied
Present
Upon

Evaluation
After
Testing

Ref.

Examples of types of controls to be considered
and, if applicable, documented:
1.
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a.

Timely matching of prenumbered shipping documents to sales invoices and
the follow-up of unmatched items

A1

b.

Where services are supplied on a time
basis, assuring that all accountable time
has been recharged to customers

A1

c.

Use of prenumbered customer order
forms to record orders received with
subsequent follow-up of open orders to
detect unbilled shipments

A1

d.

Comparison of outward movements on
perpetual inventory records with shipping and billing documentation

A1

e.

Use of prenumbered sales invoices with
independent follow-up of serial continuity

A2

f.

Use of batch controls when transmitting numerous documents

A2

g.

Reconciliation of daily billings totals
with total receivables postings

h.

An independent verification or validation of critical data aspects, e.g., price,
quantity, discounts, account coding,
and date

A3, A4,
A5, A6

i.

Comparison of data on sales invoices
with that on order entry forms and
shipping documentation

A3

j.

Independent checking
and footings

A3

k.

Use of exception reports based upon
reasonableness checks or limit checks,
e.g., billings or unit values in excess of
stated limits

A3, A4,
A3

1.

Timely review of the serial continuity
of prenumbered invoices or other cutoff
procedures such as the use of different
codes for different periods

A6

of

extensions

Low
risk

N/A
High

X

A3

Touche Ross Accounting Control Evaluation
Specific
Objectives
and
Potential
Error Types

ILLUSTRATION

m.

The independent investigation of accounts receivable credit balances

A2, A3,
A5, A6

n.

The independent investigation and
follow-up of overdue accounts receivable balances

A3, A5,
A6, B1,
C1, C2,C4

o.

Use of a department which is independent of the sales, billing and accounts
receivable functions to investigate customer complaints

A3, A5,
A6 ,B1,
C1, C2, C4

p.

The use of standard, job or batch cost
systems to accumulate and allocate
production costs

A4, A5

q.

Preparation and review of gross profit
margins by product line

A4, A5

r.

Regular reconciliation of actual inventory quantities to inventory records
with investigation of discrepancies

A4

s.

Maintenance of up-to-date credit information to enable credit worthiness to
be checked before goods or services are
provided

A7

t.

Others (detail below). For example,
those identified in the review of management's monitoring of compliance,
Section I, part D

(i)Thegatekeeperslog
allshipment
out
and retain
aout
copy
ofscrutinize
the
Shipping
advice.
They
all loads
going
and,
on

atruck
random
sample
basis,
carry
out
detailed
checks
to agree
contents
to shipping
advice
details.

Control Key Control
Appears
To Be
To Be
Relied
Present
Upon

Evaluation
After
Testing

Ref.

risk

NB.ThereferencesA2A3,A4refertoworkpaperswhichdocumentthe
control being tested, the nature of the test and the results. These ha
not been illustrated.

ILLUSTRATION
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TRACE Appendix 2
TECHNIQUES FOR DOCUMENTING INTERNAL
ACCOUNTING CONTROL SYSTEMS
The purpose of this appendix is to provide guidance
on how to effectively prepare the documentation
needed in the review and evaluation of internal accounting control.
There are many usable documentation techniques,
and a decision must be made as to what is most appropriate in a specific circumstance. This decision should
consider: the level of detail required; the style, content, and extent of presently available documentation;
the skills of the individuals who will develop it; and
the requirements and preferences of the management
group who must review it.

USING SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES TO FOCUS
THE DOCUMENTATION EFFORT
The objective of the documentation effort is to
provide a better understanding of how transactions are
processed and assets safeguarded. Specific objectives
and descriptions of flow of processing, used together,
provide an effective basis for organizing tests of controls discussed in Appendix 4. In particular, this combination should provide information necessary to
understand and review how transactions are initiated,
processed, controlled, and accounted for.

Suggested Approach
Before beginning to document a system in detail,
there should be a general idea of how it works and the
nature of the transactions being dealt with. It is often
useful to record this information in the form of an initial overview which can be discarded later. Sources of
information include
1.

Narrative descriptions of the system

2.

Interviews with personnel responsible for the
various systems

3.

Manuals on accounting policies and procedures,
and charts of accounts

4.

Interviews with internal auditors and perusal of
internal auditors' files

5.

Internal audit reports, and independent auditors'
letters of recommendations and letters on material weaknesses in internal accounting controls

6.

Data about changes made or contemplated in the
company's systems.

Flowcharting is probably the most effective approach
to systems documentation and is discussed and illustrated in this appendix.
Interviews with Employees. Interviewing responsible personnel is usually a productive way to obtain
information. The interviewing techniques are important.
Selecting the employees to interview is the first
step, and judgment must be used. It is pointless, for
example, to interview twenty people in a department,
when each of them is doing exactly the same work.
Where an employee is responsible for a complete function, questions on his duties should be directed exclusively to him - do not try to find out what Brown does
by asking Jones, except to corroborate understandings
already reached.
Normally, the investigation of the systems will be
carried out in a "cradle to grave" direction. The employees being interviewed will normally find it much
easier to describe their work if they start at the beginning and say what they do as a result of receiving a
certain document or getting certain information over
the telephone.
Before any questions begin the objectives should be
explained to the employee being interviewed. Most
people enjoy the chance to talk about their own work,
but some will expand their explanation to former responsibilities and what their duties used to be before
the system was changed some years ago; a few may
think that this is a good opportunity to grumble about
their supervisors; others may be reluctant to admit that
they do not work strictly "according to the book" if
they think that such an admission may be used against
them; some may not think to explain certain special
types of transactions because they instinctively take
the attitude that "everybody knows about that." Both
tact and firmness must be used in keeping the interview in the right direction and on the right subject.
The following points (not exhaustive) should be
used as a guide in obtaining the necessary information:
1.

Ask each employee being interviewed:
- What procedures he performs
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FIGURE 1

OVERVIEW FLOWCHART - ORDER PROCESSING
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POSTED
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- What records he keeps under his control, including any "unofficial" records which he
may have devised for his own purposes
- What documents he processes, and what
documents he prepares
- From whom he receives documents

3.

Ask to see the documents or books described by
the employee, and relate them to the information
given - this will help to identify inaccuracies or
incomplete answers.

4.

Note all types of transactions that occur infrequently but which could be key items; it will
be necessary to follow up these transactions at a
later date.

5.

Inquire into the effect of changes in routine during slack or busy periods, vacations, or sickness.

6.

Guard against both oversimplification and overelaboration.

- What information is recorded on each document, and the source of this information
- To whom he sends documents
- What methods he uses to detect errors
- What he does if he discovers any errors
- When he last discovered any errors and what
was their nature.
2.

One procedure at a time should be followed
through to a logical conclusion. For example, if
an employee is responsible for normal orders
and back orders in a sales order procedure, it is
advisable to first trace through the normal order
routine, and afterwards pick up the back order
procedure.

Overview Flowcharts. Transaction flow, major
processing steps, the exchange of assets, and the recording of accounting transactions may be presented
in an overview flowchart, as illustrated in Figure 1.
Frequently, the major processing steps identified on
overview flowcharts require brief narrative descriptions, as illustrated in Figure 2. (The number for

FIGURE 2

E X A M P L E OF N A R R A T I V E D E S C R I P T I O N OF M A J O R P R O C E S S I N G STEP

PROCESSING STEP

1

DESCRIPTION OF PROCESSING

O r d e r s are received f r o m c u s t o m e r s e i t h e r b y m a i l or p h o n e ;
i n e i t h e r c a s e a C u s t o m e r P u r c h a s e O r d e r ( C P O ) f o r m is
c o m p l e t e d ; f o r m a i l o r d e r s , t h e c u s t o m e r ' s o r d e r f o r m is
attached t o the CPO f o r m .

2

I n v e n t o r y is r e l i e v e d b y a m a n u a l p o s t i n g e n t r y t o t h e
inventory K A R D E X

file.
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each narrative description corresponds to the number
that appears within the processing symbol on the overview flowchart.)
Typically, an overview flowchart is limited to one
page; and supporting narrative descriptions are brief.
In many cases, the review of internal control will
only require the documentation already described.
However, in certain circumstances, more detailed
documentation may be required. Situations that might
require more extensive system documentation include:
• the analysis of a large, complex system

• a review of internal controls performed in combination with a review of system efficiency.
Preparation of Overview Flowcharts. An overview level flowchart (as illustrated in Figure 1) should
be limited to only that information necessary to understand the overall system and to identify broad control
objectives and opportunities for error and to identify
key controls.
The symbols to be used in overview flowcharts are
included in Figure 3 and are used for both manual and
electronic data processing.

FIGURE 3

OVERVIEW FLOWCHART SYMBOLS

INVOICE

-

Key d o c u m e n t s or reports, prepared manually or by EDP.

A m a j o r m a n u a l o r E D P p r o c e s s i n g step n u m b e r e d in s e q u e n c e ; if s u p p l e m e n t a l
n a r r a t i v e d e s c r i p t i o n is u s e d t o f u r t h e r d e s c r i b e t h e s t e p , t h i s n a r r a t i v e is r e f e r e n c e d

1

b y a n u m b e r i n c l u d e d in t h e l o w e r right c o r n e r .

A p r o c e s s i n g s t e p o r e v e n t t h a t r e s u l t s in t h e d i s p o s i t i o n o r a c q u i s i t i o n o f assets.

$
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A

-

A processing step that produces an a c c o u n t i n g e n t r y .

C

-

A control event.

-

T h e f l o w of processing and documents.
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The overview flowchart is organized so that each
vertical column in the flowchart represents an organizational unit. Processing flow is represented by a
flowline which is drawn vertically for flow within a
department and horizontally for flow from one organizational unit to the next. Only minimal processing
descriptions are included on the flowchart, and supporting narratives (as illustrated in Figure 2) are used
for more extensive descriptions. Only important documents are included. For clarity, key documents are
usually shown each time they enter a new organizational unit. Multiple copies of documents and attachments to documents are not shown unless they are
critical to the flow or processing. The name of each
document is included within the document symbol.
Detailed Documentation Alternatives
Detailed system documentation, if required, might
include: detailed flowcharts, detailed narrative descriptions, checklists, special forms, procedures
manuals, or combinations of these items.
The time and costs required to develop detailed
documentation with a consistent style may be prohibitive and unnecessary. A flexible approach to detailed
documentation may, in fact, produce a better analysis
of control; available resources that might otherwise be
spent on the preparation of standardized documentation may be employed to perform a more thorough
analysis. In addition, individuals involved in the preparation and review of detailed documentation will be
more comfortable and productive if they use detailed
documentation techniques that they prefer.
When determining the extent and style of detailed
documentation, the following points should be considered:
• The development of detailed documentation may
not be necessary because the system is adequately
described by an overview flowchart and supporting narratives
• Adequate documentation may already exist and
need only to be referenced to an overview flowchart or the worksheet that documents the
analysis of controls.
Within an organization, the most appropriate approach
to detailed documentation may vary by division, department, or even by transaction, depending upon the
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extent and style of available documentation and the
familiarity of management and staff with particular
documentation techniques.
Detailed Flowcharting
Various detailed flowcharting techniques are in use,
and any of these techniques may be appropriate in a
particular situation. The detailed flowcharting technique used by Touche Ross is illustrated in Figure 4.
This detailed flowcharting approach is explained in the
Touche Ross publication, Flowcharting (AP-8, 1977).
The development of effective detailed flowcharts is
an art that can only be mastered by experience. However, the following guidelines may be used to avoid
the more common pitfalls of detailed flowcharting:
• Only develop a detailed flowchart when it is required; frequently an overview flowchart and
supporting narratives will satisfy requirements for
analysis and documentation
• Complicated detailed flowcharts cannot be drawn
in final form in a single attempt, so first rough out
an initial draft
• Too much detail is confusing, so eliminate all irrelevant information
• Too little detail may preclude a meaningful
analysis; do not draw a flowchart without a clear
understanding of how it will be used
• A large, complex system cannot be presented in a
single flowchart; prepare separate flowcharts,
tied together by an overview flowchart
• A flowchart that cannot be read is obviously
worthless. Know the preferences and requirements of the intended reader
• Do not assume that someone other than the preparer can immediately understand even an excellent detailed flowchart. When a detailed flowchart is presented to a second party, the presentation should include an explanation of the method
and symbols used and an overview of the highlights of processing and flow
• A complex detailed flowchart may have to be accompanied by an overview flowchart, so readers
can first understand the overall process before attempting to understand the detailed processing
and flow.
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A Narrative Approach to Detailed Documentation

Each involved organizational unit is named in the
location column, whenever the unit is involved in
the processing flow.

A narrative approach, as illustrated in Figure 5, may
also be used to document detailed system information.
For all but the most simple system, information obtained during the initial information gathering effort
must be recorded in narrative form before flowcharts
can be prepared.
The narrative approach illustrated in Figure 5
facilitates both the recording effort and the subsequent
development of flowcharts. In many cases, a narrative
in this style may be all of the detailed documentation
that is necessary; a detailed flowchart may be unnecessary.
The following general rules may be used to prepare
a narrative system description in the style illustrated:

Brief descriptions of processing and control activities are recorded in the activity column; control activities are highlighted by the notation
"(C)."
Key documents and reports are recorded in the
documents and reports column; the point at which
a document or report is originally created is identified by the notation "(*)."
Supporting documentation (such as copies of
documents and reports, interview summaries, extended narrative descriptions of critical processing, extended descriptions of key controls, or
portions of procedures manuals) are referenced
using the rightmost reference column.

The flow of processing and documents proceeds
from transaction initiation to the recording of accounting entries.
FIGURE 5

N A R R A T I V E APPROACH TO D E T A I L E D DOCUMENTATION
LOCATION
Billing

ACTIVITY
1. I n v o i c e p r i c e d f r o m p r i c e list a n d

DOCUMENTS &

REPORTS

REFERENCE

1. P r i c e list

extended.

>

2. C u s t o m e r o r d e r
2. B i l l of l a d i n g c o p i e s # 1 a n d 2 a n d

3. B i l l o f l a d i n g

invoice copy # 6 matched w i t h

Copy # 1

invoice copies # 1 t h r o u g h 5 and

Copy

All documents attached
#2

c u s t o m e r o r d e r (C)
4.

and sent to O f f i c e

R9

Manager

procedures
for non-match

Invoice

exception

Copy #1-6

Office Manager

1. C h e c k s q u a n t i t y s h i p p e d ,

See d e p a r t m e n t

1. C u s t o m e r o r d e r

R5

extensions, prices, a n d credit (C)

Exception
procedure

2. Bill of lading
2. I n i t i a l s i n v o i c e c o p y # 5 (C)

Copy

#1

Copy

#2

To Billing

3. P r e p a r e s m o n t h l y s a l e s m a n ' s
report

F2

Book of
authority to

3.

Invoice

initial

Copy # 1
Copy
Copy

#2
#3

Copy # 6

KEY
(C)

- Indicates a control activity

(R)

- Indicates a report
Indicates the creation of a

Copy

#4-To

Copy

# 5 - T o Accounts Receivable D e p a r t m e n t

Office Manager File

*4. Salesman's Report (R)

(*) -

d o c u m e n t or r e p o r t
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TRACE Appendix 3
EDP CONSIDERATIONS
Background
When portions of an accounting system involve
electronic data processing (EDP), the review of relevant and significant EDP is part of the overall evaluation of internal control.
The use of EDP typically results in increased concentration of data and increased integration of processing. This may require new controls to deal with new
risks and to compensate for the loss of traditional
segregation of duties. In addition, as the extent of
human involvement declines, new controls may have
to be built into the EDP portion of the system in order
to maintain acceptable levels of control.
The review of EDP should also consider the
possibility that controls within the EDP portions of the
system may effectively control activities in the nonEDP portions of the system.
EDP Risks
There are similar risks in all EDP systems: unauthorized transactions may be processed, authorized transactions may be unrecorded, lost, or duplicated; transaction data elements may be incorrectly converted to
electronic media; files may be lost; the wrong file may
be used; or processing may be inaccurate or incomplete. Major EDP processing steps and related major
opportunities for EDP errors are illustrated in
Figure 1.
EDP risks may either relate to a single application
or generally to all applications. For example, an undetected computer program error can result in errors for
all processing performed by one EDP application;
whereas a fire in the data center can destroy files related to all applications. Accordingly, the potential
impact of uncontrolled EDP risks should be considered both for individual applications and for the entire
data processing operation. For example, what is the
probable impact on cash flow if the file of unpaid invoices is accidentally destroyed? Or, what is the probable impact on profitability and customer service if the
entire data center is destroyed?
There are also risks related to the development of
new systems and system changes. During system development, required controls may be ignored or poorly
designed; and while a new system is being built, unauthorized features may be intentionally introduced,
or errors may be accidentally introduced. If system
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changes are uncontrolled, changes may accidentally
modify previously correct routines, accidentally or deliberately circumvent controls, or introduce new
routines that result in errors. If computer program
changes are frequent and uncontrolled, there is no assurance that the findings of previous control reviews
still apply to the most recent version of the system.
EDP Controls
There are numerous controls that can be used to
prevent, detect or correct EDP errors. EDP controls
are typically classified as application controls and
general (or information processing facility) controls.
Application controls are used to prevent potential
errors of a single EDP application, while general controls are used to prevent errors in more than one application or all of the processing performed by a data
center.
Certain application controls are applicable to only
one EDP processing phase - input, processing, or output. For example, keystroke verification will only detect data conversion errors. Other application controls,
like the balancing of input totals to report totals, will
detect errors in all three phases. Certain application
controls detect more than one type of error; for example, balancing input and report totals will typically detect data conversion errors as well as lost or duplicated
transactions. Application control objectives and
examples of controls are illustrated in Exhibit 1.
General controls, which are similar to environmental controls discussed in Appendix 1, are typically designed to prevent the use of the wrong file, the accidental destruction of EDP programs and EDP files,
and to control the risks in system development and
maintenance. Controls that may be used to prevent or
detect the use of the wrong file include file labels that
are checked prior to all EDP processing and file library
procedures that regulate the use of all data center files.
Accidental destruction of files may occur due to operational errors or due to catastrophes such as fire or
flood. Controls that prevent the use of the wrong file,
such as file labels, may also prevent the accidental destruction of files due to operational errors. Conventional physical security controls, such as fire prevention measures and fire detection devices, are generally used to prevent EDP related catastrophes. Even
with excellent controls, occasionally the wrong file
will be used and occasionally a file will be acciden-
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tally destroyed. Recovery controls are therefore required so that processing can continue. Recovery controls typically include the retention of duplicate programs and files in a physically secure area and offsite
storage of key programs and files.
Controls over system development differ considerably from the controls over operational applications.
Procedures designed to assure that necessary controls
are included in new or changed systems include:

supervision by experienced and competent project
managers; written standards for controls, documentation, and programming in the design of systems; user
participation in the development of system requirements; auditor reviews; user and auditor participation
in system testing; conversion monitoring, and postimplementation monitoring by users and auditors.
Figure 2 is an overall matrix of general and application controls that might affect a particular EDP appli-

FIGURE 1

Output inaccurate or
incomplete

File lost or
wrong file used

Incorrect values or
classification

Processing inaccurate or
incomplete

PROCESSING

Transaction unrecorded,
lost or duplicated

RISKS

Unauthorized transaction

O P P O R T U N I T I E S FOR EDP E R R O R S

•

•

•

•

STEPS

Convert data to electronic media

•

•

•

Transmit data t o the computer

•

•

•

Initial processing

•

•

•

Data retention

•

•

O u t p u t processing

•

•

•

•
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PROCESSING INACCURATE
OR INCOMPLETE

OUTPUT INACCURATE
OR INCOMPLETE

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•
•

•

CONTROLS

LEVEL

•

E D P segregated f r o m users

•

•

Internal audit of E D P

•

USER

FILE LOST OR
WRONG FILE USED

GENERAL
CORPORATE

INCORRECT VALUES OR
CLASSIFICATION

CONTROLS

TRASACTIONS UNRECORDED,
LOST OR DUPLICATED

RISKS

UNAUTHORIZED
TRANSACTIONS

FIGURE 2

DEPARTMENT

•

Physical security over terminals

•

Compare E D P results to budgets

•

EDP O R G A N I Z A T I O N
•

Segregation of duties

•

Supervision
•

•

Hardware controls

•

Operating system controls

•

Pre-implementation testing

•

Passwords

•

Programmed edits and
reasonableness tests

•

K e y s t r o k e verification

•

Batching and batch totals

•

R u n - t o - r u n totals

•
•

APPLICATION
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•
•

•
CONTROLS
•

•

•

•

•
•

I n p u t t o o u t p u t balancing

•

Review o u t p u t for reasonableness

•

•
•

•
•

•
•
•

•
•
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cation. As illustrated, controls may be implemented at
the corporate level, in the user department, in the EDP
department, or within the computer programs. Figure
2 also illustrates the layers of redundant preventive
and detective controls that typically exist. For example, while several controls relate to lost transactions,
balancing procedures alone might adequately detect
lost transactions. However, EDP operational considerations usually result in the inclusion of preventive
controls throughout all EDP processing phases.
Without such preventive controls, errors are not detected until the end of EDP processing, and extensive
reprocessing and delays result.
EDP control objectives and examples of controls are
illustrated in Exhibit 1.

Understanding the Nature and Extent of EDP Use
During the review of the EDP portion of a cycle, the
following specific points should be considered in
understanding the flow of transactions and the extent
and nature of EDP use.
• Number and type of accounting transactions processed
• Activities and source documents that start EDP
transaction flow
• Processing applied to source documents before
they are forwarded to EDP
• Conversion of data into machine-readable form
• Flow of transactions within EDP
• Accounting procedures performed by EDP
• Significant EDP calculations

Analysis of EDP Related Risks
Risks and controls cannot be analyzed and evaluated in the abstract. This is especially true in EDP systems, where there frequently appears to be a near infinite number of both risks and controls. Risks should
initially be considered in terms of the uncontrolled
risks that may exist if there are no related controls.
The premise of uncontrolled risk is necessary to formulate control objectives that may then be used to
evaluate the adequacy of existing controls. Conversely, controls can only be evaluated in relation to
specific risks and control objectives, and, accordingly,
the appropriate degree of control will vary considerably. For example, in a billing system, the risk related to duplicate billings is typically low, since customers will usually discover a duplicate invoice and
request a correction. However, in a vendor payment
system, the risk of duplicate payments is more significant, since a vendor may not complain about overpayment.
Factors that should be considered when evaluating
EDP related risks include:
• The nature of the transaction involved
• The dollar amount of individual transactions and
resulting balances
• Typical error rates in the various processing
phases
• The susceptibility of assets to theft or fraud
• The need for confidentiality or privacy
• The potential for EDP related business interruption, and the probable impact of EDP interruptions on income and customer service levels
• The stability of the EDP operations (e.g., the
number of new or modified applications)

• Internally generated accounting transactions

• The complexity of processing

• Master files that are updated or supply additional
information

• The competence of the EDP department

• Output files created
• Output reports
• Non-EDP processing related to output reports
• Procedures related to the correction and resubmission of edit, batch and processing errors
• The nature and extent of the audit trail.

• The competence of the user department as to EDP
control.
EDP Control Objectives
The analysis of risk leads to the formulation of control objectives. For example, in a billing system, a
control objective might be that "all shipments are
billed." Control objectives provide a structure for the
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analysis of potential error types, that is, the things that
can go wrong that will prevent the control objective
from being achieved. For example, if shipping documents initiate the billing process, potential error
types for the control objective "all shipments are
billed" might include: shipping documents are not
prepared, shipping documents are lost in manual processing, and EDP transactions that represent shipping
documents are lost in EDP. The questionnaire included
as Exhibit 1 deals with controls to prevent or detect
documents lost in EDP
Analysis of EDP Controls
Once control objectives and potential error types are
identified, the analysis of controls may begin.
Since the nature of potential errors differ in the EDP
and non-EDP portions of a system, potential error
types are frequently developed separately for the EDP
and non-EDP portions of a system. This approach is
appropriate and permits staffing of this portion of the
review by individuals with various levels of EDP expertise. Similarly, the identification of apparent controls may be separately established in the user departments and the EDP department.
Since user departments can control EDP, and, conversely, EDP controls can control user activity, the
identification of key controls must consider such interrelationships. If prior steps in the review have been
performed separately for the user and the EDP departments, the identification of key controls must be
performed as a consolidated effort. Once key controls
are identified, the testing of controls may be assigned
to individuals who can again work separately in the
user and EDP departments.* However, once individual controls are evaluated, the evaluation of overall
control must again be performed as a consolidated effort.
In an EDP environment, the analysis of control will
proceed in the most efficient manner if the following
factors are considered:

*They should also use the testing approach discussed in Appendix 4, and see also Appendix 1, page 35, "Degree of Control."
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• Since controls exist in both the user department
and the EDP department, all EDP risks need not
be controlled within the EDP department
• Most controls will relate to more than one potential error type, and the actual impact of any single
control should consider both the scope and the
strength of the control
• In an EDP environment, there are usually many
layers of redundant controls; and extensive, detailed review of individual controls should not
begin until key controls are identified
• The presence of many apparent controls should
not be interpreted to mean that significant error
types are controlled when, in fact, they are not.
The appropriate extent of control analysis required in
the EDP portions of a system is very judgmental. For
example, in a billing system, a potential error type
may be that shipping documents and related EDP
transactions are lost. If it is known that the user department effectively controls both the risk of lost documents and the risk of lost EDP transactions, the extent of control analysis within the EDP portions of the
system, for this error type, should be very limited. A
second example is necessary to illustrate the other extreme. In a payment system, potential error types
might include duplicate payments and unauthorized
payments initiated within the EDP portions of the system. If user department controls are weak, an extensive review of controls within the EDP portions of the
system would be appropriate. In either situation, the
review of EDP should also consider if controls within
the EDP system might meet specific objectives of
internal accounting control outside of EDP. For example, a computer program might prevent the payment of
a check greater than some specified amount, thereby
limiting the risk of unauthorized payments initiated in
the user department.
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Exhibit 1
INTERNAL ACCOUNTING CONTROL
QUESTIONNAIRE FOR EDP
ENVIRONMENTAL C O N T R O L S AND E D P
The control environment affects all the specific objectives of internal accounting control for all cycles.
This includes EDP. Cycles that involve EDP are subject to the same four basic environmental elements
which affect manual cycles (see Appendix 1), namely:

•
•
•
•

Authorization
Segregation of duties
Communication
Monitoring of compliance

Objective Achieved

EDP Authorization Objectives of the Internal
Accounting Control Environment
1.

YES

NO

Working
Paper
Reference

Does the company have specific and/or general
authorization guidelines to assure that suitable
procedures exist and are communicated relating
to the following areas?
- Introduction of documents or electronic data
into the EDP system for processing
- Design, implementation and use of computer
programs
- Changes to computer programs
- Access to and use of the computer
- Access to master file information and other
standing data
- Distribution of EDP output especially where
output is in the form of negotiable documents.
Examples of matters to be considered and, if applicable, documented:
- Authorization of documents or data input
prior to processing
- Restricted access to terminals
- Remote terminal identification numbers, security codes and passwords
- Restricted physical and electronic access to
the computer and to critical programs and
files
- EDP department controls over report distribution
- Security over EDP prepared negotiable documents
- Controls over new program development and
program changes.
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Objective Achieved

Segregation of Duties
1.

Do the specific procedures or controls assure
that those having custody over assets do not also
have access to the EDP processes which maintain records relating to those assets?

2.

Do the specific procedures or controls assure
that those responsible for EDP processes are not
responsible for initiating or approving transactions?

3.

Do the specific procedures or controls assure
that the EDP department does not correct errors
originating outside their department?

4.

Do the specific procedures or controls assure
that the EDP organization segregates incompatible functions? For example:
- Programmers do not have uncontrolled access to the computer
- Operators do not have uncontrolled access to
system documentation or files
- EDP personnel do not have access to assets
or uncontrolled access to negotiable documents.

Communication
Are the communications and related procedures
and methods employed with regard to EDP adequate to enable both the EDP and user department employees to:
- Understand management's specific or general authorizations as it affects the performance of their assigned functions?
- Comply with them?
- Design or follow reasonable control strategies?
- Test compliance with authorizations?
- Provide a basis for reporting possible violations to an appropriate level of management that is independent of and at least one
level above those directly involved?
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YES

NO

Working
Paper
Reference
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Working
Paper
Reference

Examples of matters to be considered and, if applicable, documented:
- Does the company communicate to EDP and
user department personnel by means of suitable manuals or other written instructions?
- Does the company have written and enforced
EDP standards covering the development
and documentation of new programs and
subsequent modifications?
- Does the company have suitable record and
file retention procedures to enable reasonable retrieval of significant information?
- Does the company have written and tested
recovery procedures for lost or destroyed
programs, files, procedures and computer
hardware?
- Does the company assure that user department management participates in new system design and development and approves
changes to existing systems?
- Are the training procedures sufficient so that
employees in the EDP and user departments
are able to comply with management's specific or general authorization regarding
EDP?
- Do procedures or a framework exist where
employees can report violations of management's specific or general authorizations
concerning EDP to a level of management at
least one level higher than they are reporting
on?
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Objective Achieved

Monitoring Compliance
1.

Is the monitoring of compliance function sufficient to assure that significant deviations from
management's specific or general authorizations
concerning EDP can be isolated?

2.

Are known deviations investigated and corrective actions taken?

YES

NO

Working
Paper
Reference

Examples of matters to be considered and, if applicable, documented:
- Is there a periodic audit of critical EDP
routines by personnel independent of the
EDP department?
- Do the user departments monitor EDP output
to detect EDP errors?
- Are EDP errors subject to independent review and follow-up?
- Are recurring EDP errors investigated to determine whether they result from system
errors?
- Are the supervision procedures sufficient to
assure that employees will comply with
management's specific or general authorizations?

Degree of Control

EDP ACTIVITY C O N T R O L S
Specific Objective
A.

All data authorized for processing by an EDP system should be converted to electronic media,
processed, and the results of processing should
be included in appropriate system output.
Related potential error types
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A1

Data submitted for processing but never
converted

A2

Data converted but not processed or lost

A3

EDP output is lost

A4

Others

Working Paper
Reference
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YES/NO

Working Paper
Reference

Specific objective achieved?

Identification of Key Controls

Specific
Objectives
and
Potential
Error Types

Control Key Control
Appears
To Be
To Be
Relied
Present
Upon

Evaluation
After
Testing

Ref.

Examples of types of controls to be considered
and, if applicable, documented:
1.

a.

The use of batch balancing and batch
control logs.

A1, A2,
B2, C1, C2

b.

Input program edits and reasonableness
checks

A1 B1,
B2, B5

c.

Error correction and resubmission procedures which assure that all items rejected are corrected and resubmitted in
a timely fashion

A1, A2,
B5

d.

The use of run-to-run totals

A2, B4,
C1, C2

e.

Data center and processing controls to
assure the use of correct files

A2, B3,
B4, B5,
C1, C2

f.

The use of system matching of related
documents (e.g., the system reports
payment authorizations only without
corresponding purchase orders)

A1, A2,
C1, C2

g.

Procedures to assure the balancing of
input, processing, and output control
totals

A1, A2,
A3, 52,
B3, B4,
B5, C1, C2

h.

Post processing review of reports for
reasonableness

A2, B3,
B4, C1,C2

i.

The use of exception and discrepancy
reports based on program reasonableness checks

A2,B1,
B2, B3,
B4, B5,
C1, C2
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Specific
Objectives
and
Potential
Error Types

j.

EDP department controls over report
distribution

A3

k.

Security over EDP prepared negotiable
documents

A3

l.

Schedules for input, processing and the
delivery of output

A1, A2,
A3, B5, C2

m.

Restricted physical and electronic access to the computer and to critical programs and files

A2, C1

n.

Recovery procedures for lost or destroyed programs, files, procedures and
computer hardware

A2

o.

The testing of new or changed systems

A2 ,B3,B4

p.

Others (detail below)

Specific Objective
B.

All input, conversion to electronic media, data
processing and resulting output should be carried
out to the appropriate degree of accuracy in the
correct time period.

Related potential error types
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B1

Data submitted for input is not accurate

B2

Conversion is not accurate

B3

Processing is not accurate

B4

Output is not accurate

B5

Data processed in the wrong time period

B6

Others (detail below)

Control Key Control
Appears
To Be
To Be
Relied
Present
Upon

Degree of Control

Evaluation
After
Testing

Working Paper
Reference

Ref.
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YES/NO

Working Paper
Reference

Specific objective achieved?

Specific
Objectives
and
Potential
Error Types

Identification of K e y Controls

Control Key Control
Appears
To Be
To Be
Relied
Present
Upon

Evaluation
After
Testing

Ref.

Examples of types of controls to be considered
and, if applicable, documented:
2.

a.

The use of preprocessing document review procedures

B1, B5,
C1

b.

User and EDP department input cutoff
procedures

B5

c.

The use of batch balancing and batch
control logs

B2, A1,
A2, C1, C2

d.

Data conversion
dures

B2

e.

Input program edits and reasonableness
checks

B1, B2,
B5,A1

f.

On-line input program prompting, edits
and reasonableness checks

B1, B2,
B5

Error correction and resubmission procedures, which assure that all items rejected are corrected and resubmitted in
a timely fashion

B5 ,A1,
A2

h.

The use of dated documents and electronic transactions

B5

i.

Assuring that changes to master files
are adequately controlled

B3, B4,C1

j.

The use of run-to-run totals

B4, A2,
C1, C2

k.

Data center and processing controls to
assure the use of correct files

B3, B4,
B5 ,A2,
C1, C2

g.

verification

proce-
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Specific
Objectives
and
Potential
Error Types
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l.

Application program and file related
cutoff procedures

B5

m.

Procedures to assure the balancing of
input, processing, and output control
totals

B2,
B4,
A1,
A3,

n.

Post processing review of reports for
reasonableness

B3, B4,
A2, C1, C2

o.

The use of exception and discrepancy
reports based on program reasonableness checks

B1, B2,
B3, B4,
B5 ,A2,
C1, C2

p.

Periodic
routines

B3, B4

q.

Schedules for input, processing and the
delivery of output

B5, A1,
A2, A3, C2

r.

Data center procedures for developing
new programs, program use, and for
program changes

B3, B4,
C1

s.

User department management participation in new system design and development, and approval of proposed
changes to existing systems

B3, B4

t.

The testing of new or changed systems

B3, B4, A2

u.

Others (detail below)

review

of

critical

EDP

B3,
B5,
A2,
C1, C2

Control Key Control
Appears
To Be
To Be
Relied
Present
Upon

Evaluation
After
Testing

Ref.
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Degree of Control

Working Paper
Reference

YES/NO

Working Paper
Reference

Specific Objective
C.

All output from an EDP system should represent
authorized and valid transactions.

Related potential error types
C1

Output includes invalid or unauthorized
data

C2

Duplicated input, conversion, processing or
output

C3

Others (detail below)

Specific objective achieved?
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Identification of Key Controls

Specific
Objectives
and
Potential
Error Types

Examples of types of controls to be considered
and, if applicable, documented:
3.
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a.

Preprocessing document authorization
procedures

C1

b.

Preprocessing document review procedures

C 1 , B 1 , B5

c.

Batch balancing and batch control logs

C1, C2,
A1, A2, B2

d.

The restriction of physical access to
terminals to prevent improper or unauthorized input

C1

e.

The use of remote terminal identification numbers, security codes and
passwords

C1

f.

Controls over changes to master files

C1 ,B3,B4

g.

The use of run-to-run totals

C1, C2,
A2, B4

h.

Data center and processing controls to
assure the use of correct files

C1, C2,
A2, B3,
B4, B5

i.

The use of system matching of related
documents (e.g., the system reports
payment authorizations only with corresponding purchase orders)

C1, C2,
A1, A2

j.

Procedures to assure the balancing of
input, processing, and output control
totals

C1,
A1,
A3,
B3,

k.

Post processing review of reports for
reasonableness

C1, C2,
A2, B3, B4

1.

The use of exception and discrepancy
reports based on program reasonableness checks

C1,
A2,
B2,
B4,

m.

Procedures to assure that internally
generated transactions are listed and
reviewed

C1

n.

Schedules for input, processing, and
the delivery of output

C2,A1,
A2, A3,
B5

C2,
A2,
B2,
B4, B5

C2,
B1,
B3,
B5

Control Key Control
Appears
To Be
To Be
Relied
Present
Upon

Evaluation
After
Testing

Ref.
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Specific
Objectives
and
Potential
Error Types

o.

Restricted physical and electronic access to the computer and to critical programs and files

C1 ,A2

p.

Data center procedures for developing
new programs, program use, and for
program changes

C1 ,B3,
B4

q.

Others (detail below)

Control Key Control
Appears
To Be
To Be
Relied
Present
Upon

Evaluation
After
Testing

Ref.
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TRACE Appendix 4
TESTS OF CONTROLS
No meaningful assessment of internal accounting
control can be made without some testing of the controls. A test is the examination of a selection of items
which can provide evidence as to whether or not an
objective is met. Often it is important to determine
and test that control among a number of existing alternatives which is best suited to achieve the objective being evaluated. If the control selected does not
achieve the objective, an alternate control, if one
exists, should be tested. However, there ordinarily is
no useful purpose in testing redundant controls after a
selected control has been determined to operate satisfactorily. The redundant control, of course, should be
analyzed to determine its usefulness and, if not cost/
benefit justified, eliminated.

The nature of the accounting control being tested
and the availability of documentary evidence that the
control is operating influence the timing and extent of
tests. The following discussion of tests of controls includes:
• Nature of tests
- Observation
- Tests of documentation
• Types of tests of documentation
• Extent of tests of controls
• Selecting the sample for the test
• Using analytical review procedures to test the
system
• Using statements of risk to assess results

TRANSACTION VOLUME AND RANGE
INFORMATION
Determinants of the nature and extent of testing to
be performed should be the volume and type of transactions processed and the assets safeguarded. This
would include information such as the monthly volume of sales orders, invoices, purchase requisitions
or checks issued. Also, the range of the transactions
processed, for example, estimates of the monetary
amounts of sales invoices (e.g., mostly small or a
number of different dollar levels) provide the information necessary for assuring that the tests performed
will adequately represent the actual transactions processed.

OBJECTIVE OF TESTS OF CONTROLS
Tests of controls are only performed when a control
is considered reliable and when it is expected that
there are no or few errors in the population.
The test should concentrate on whether there are
deviations from, or compliance with, the applicable
control procedure. For any deviation identified, both
the nature and reason for the deviation, and the
possible effect on the review of other controls, should
be ascertained. (The questionnaires in Appendices 1
and 3 facilitate this task because controls are crossreferenced between functions.)
Tests of controls should answer this question: Are
the controls operating as designed and can they be relied on?

• Using a quantification of risk to assess results.
Observation Tests
If the performance of a control procedure leaves no
documentary evidence, the only method of testing is
by observation. While observation can provide evidence of performance for a wide variety of controls,
the reviewer must always consider that the control
may not be in operation when he is not there to observe it. Observation tests therefore will often be accompanied by supplementary inquiries, particularly
as to the operation of controls at other times, and also
about the way the control is being performed at the
time it is observed.
Examples of controls that can be subjected to observation include controls over the distribution of
wages, the opening of mail, the punching of clock
cards, physical controls over inventory and certain
segregation of duties which leave no conclusive documentation (such as the control that different persons
maintain the sales journals and the accounts receivable ledger).
Further, observation tests can supplement tests of
documentation, providing evidence of the apparent
thoroughness and competence of the person performing the documented control procedures.
Tests of Documentation
If the performance of a control procedure is documented, such documentation can be examined for
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evidence of compliance with the prescribed control
procedures. Tests should be designed to detect "compliance deviations." A compliance deviation is a
failure to perform an internal control procedure as
prescribed.
In designing a test of documentation of a prescribed
control procedure, care must be taken in defining
compliance deviations for that particular test. For
example, a test for evidence that all goods shipped
have been properly billed may require comparing sales
invoices to shipping documents. The definition of a
compliance deviation should include an unmatched
shipping document, a shipping document matched to
the wrong sales invoice, incorrect recording of quantities shipped, prices and arithmetic errors in extensions and footings, and other matters important in the
specific company situation.
Extent of Tests of Controls
There are no concrete rules for how much testing to
do. There can only be guidelines, and these are necessarily broad. How much testing is a matter of
judgment. Ideally, a company should test as little as
possible to meet its needs. The following matters
should be considered in determining the extent of
testing:
• Experience from previous evaluations - If controls have operated satisfactorily in the past and
the system and the key people have not changed,
it may be possible to reduce testing

SELECTING A SAMPLE OF TRANSACTIONS
FOR THE TEST
Theoretically, controls could be verified by reviewing all transactions that occurred during the period.
This approach would have the obvious advantage of
providing management with information that can be
relied on with virtual certainty. If such a review is
rigorously conducted, management becomes informed of the exact nature and extent of errors. However, the cost and difficulty of designing such a comprehensive approach would cause it to be rarely, if
ever, performed for routine transactions, although it
is sometimes used for nonroutine transactions. Effectively, in testing controls over routine transactions,
only a fraction or sample can be reviewed. Thus, the
reviewer runs the risk that the items examined will
not contain the same number of errors as the unexamined transactions. This is usually called sampling
risk.
Sampling risk depends on sample size: the larger
the sample, the lower the sampling risk. In designing
tests of a control, the acceptable degree of sampling
risk must be governed by the length of time (and thus
the cost) required to examine the data, the consequences of not detecting an error, and the degree of
assurance necessary. Where these factors permit the
acceptance of only a minimal sampling risk, a relatively larger sample must be examined.

• The risk of potential errors and that these may go
undetected - Often errors are detected by another control because of subsequent accounting
reconciliations. Where these are present, a decision may be made to reduce the scope of tests

There are two ways of selecting the sample transactions or assets to be tested: judgmental sampling,
based on the reviewer's judgment; and statistical
sampling, based on mathematical probabilities.
Under statistical sampling it is possible to measure
the sampling risk in quantitative terms; in judgmental
sampling the sampling risk is evaluated subjectively.

• Material amounts - If the amounts of transactions subject to a specific control are high, a decision may be made to test all of the transactions

Judgmental Sampling

• The nature of transactions - If transactions are
routine in nature, less testing may be needed
than if they require a high degree of accounting
judgment.
Tests of controls may be applied on either a
judgmental or statistical basis. These use different
methods for selecting the sample and evaluating the
results.

If a sample is not selected and evaluated using
mathematical theorems of probability, the sampling is
judgmental. In judgmental sampling, the selection of
items to be tested is based on the reviewer's knowledge of the population, which enables him to select
the items that he believes will yield an accurate conclusion about the whole. Although the sampling risk
cannot be mathematically measured, the reviewer
judges that it will not be excessive.
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Sample design. In judgmental sampling, the
criteria for coverage determine the sample size, and
the criteria for selection of items to be tested depend
on judgment. Four factors that often affect sample
design are the:
• Effectiveness of related control procedures
• Nature of the population. This factor includes
the diversity of types of items in the population
and the diversity of magnitudes (both in terms of
occurrence and of value). Unless the population
is very small, its size generally has no direct effect on sample design
• Expectation of error, both in frequency and in
magnitude
• Significance. As a general rule, the smaller the
minimum amount that is considered significant
to management, the larger the sample must be to
provide a result sufficiently precise to make
useful judgments about the controls.
When to use judgmental sampling. The decision
to use judgmental sampling should be reached by answering two questions:
1.

Is judgmental sampling feasible? It is, if the reviewer's knowledge of the population is sufficient to justify his belief that the items selected
for testing will reflect a reasonably accurate
conclusion about the population as a whole.

2.

Is judgmental sampling more appropriate than
statistical sampling? In general, it is, in the following situations:
- A sample that can be evaluated statistically is
impossible or very difficult to obtain. This
may be the case, for example, where the
population is a filing cabinet of unnumbered
invoices, with no obvious way of referencing
an individual invoice
- A sample of material balances or transactions is both sufficient to meet the reviewer's objectives and considered more
economical than a statistical sample.
Whether or not this is the case is a matter of
judgment
- The reviewer's knowledge of the population
allows him to select a sample subjectively
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which gives him more assurance than a
sample selected according to the theorems
of probability. This may be the case, for instance, where the population contains diverse types of transactions, and specific
transactions are known to be particularly
error prone.
Judgmental sampling is not appropriate where it is
possible to obtain a sample that can be evaluated
statistically and either (a) a mathematical determination of sampling risk is required, or (b) the reviewer
has little knowledge of the items in the population.

Statistical Sampling
A statistical sample, also called a probability sample, is one selected and evaluated in accordance with
specific rules based on the mathematical theorems of
probability. In a probability sample it must be
possible to determine the mathematical probability
that any particular population item will be included in
the sample, and that any possible combination of
items will be selected to constitute the entire sample.
There are many different types of probability samples, but most of them require the random selection
of items from the population. This is done with the
use of random number tables or computer random
number generator programs which are commonly
available on timesharing systems.
The statistical statement. When statistical sampling is used and evaluated, a statistical statement is
incorporated in the reviewer's conclusion regarding
the achievement of the testing objectives. This statement includes an estimate of the population characteristic being reviewed and the reliability of that
estimate. The estimate of the population characteristic is always a range, not a single value. It is called a
confidence interval, since it is associated with a specific confidence level, or reliability level. The reliability level, which is usually expressed as a percent,
is the probability that the true population characteristic
is somewhere within the stated confidence interval.
All other things being equal, the wider the confidence
interval, the higher the probability that it contains the
true population characteristic. However, as an interval
widens, its value in meeting the reviewer's objectives
will most likely decrease.
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The width of the confidence interval is called its
precision - the "smaller" the precision, the narrower
the confidence interval. The precision would depend
on the size of the sample and the procedural deviations found. Consequently, the reviewer's evaluation of compliance with the control procedures would
include a statistical conclusion about the extent of
procedural deviations in the population with a known
precision and reliability level.
Sample design. In statistical sampling, evaluation
and selection methods must be chosen before sample
size can be computed, or sample items can be
selected. The choice of evaluation method, in turn,
depends on the type of statistical statement required.
The choice of selection method may be affected by
the population's physical characteristics and must be
compatible with the evaluation method. Sample size
is primarily affected by two judgmental factors: (a)
the desired reliability (or its complement, sampling
risk), and (b) the desired precision of the statistical
estimate at the chosen reliability level.
The practical steps to be followed in an application
of statistical sampling are:
• Translate testing objectives into sampling objectives
• Establish the format of the required statistical
statement; that is, establish the type of estimate
required
• Determine sampling criteria; that is, reliability
(or risk) and precision
• Choose sampling
methods

evaluation

and

selection

Sampling plan: The objectives are to test the
population of 5,000 consecutively numbered
shipping documents to ascertain whether each
document has a corresponding sales invoice. No
errors are expected, and the required statistical
statement, to be made with 90 percent reliability,
is that - no more than 4 percent of the documents
lack corresponding invoices. Therefore, attribute sampling with a simple random selection of
documents is the sampling method chosen. The
sample size, ascertained from tables, is 60,
based on a reliability of 90 percent and precision
of 4 percent.
Sample evaluation: No errors are found.
Conclusion: The reviewer is 90 percent confident that no more than 4 percent of the shipping
documents do not have corresponding sales invoices.
With statistical sampling, management obtains
quantitative information about the risk of making an
inaccurate evaluation of internal control and this
quantification is very helpful for decision-making.
Statistical sampling also uses resources effectively
because the optimal sample size is selected, and unnecessary items are not tested. Thus, statistical sampling may offer distinct advantages over judgmental
methods.
If statistical sampling is to be applied, it should be
done by persons with adequate background in statistical sampling techniques or under the guidance of
such a person. A detailed discussion of statistical
sampling is beyond the scope of this appendix.

• Determine sample size
• Obtain a sample and perform tests

ANALYTICAL REVIEW PROCEDURES

• Statistically evaluate the evidence obtained
• Judgmentally review the statistical statement to
assure that it meets the original sampling objectives

Analytical review procedures are tests of both financial and operating information, performed by
studying and comparing relationships among data to
observe:

• Arrive at a conclusion based on the statistical
evaluation plus the results of any related review
procedures.

• Fluctuations that are not expected
• The absense of fluctuations that are expected
• Other items that appear to be unusual.

Illustration. The objective is to test shipping documents for the year to evaluate the extent to which
goods shipped may not have been invoiced.

Management can also use analytical review to identify areas that may require more attention; the principles are the same in either event. When used in test91
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ing, however, the analytical review procedures are
usually applied in a more detailed and rigorous manner.
Most analytical review procedures are classified
into the following distinct types:

4.

- Example: Examining the ratio of one balance to another and comparing with the
ratio in prior periods, e.g.:
• Sales to accounts receivable
• Inventory turnover

Principal Types of Analytical Review
1.

Comparison of actual results and balances to
predicted results or balances

5.

- Example: Comparison with budgeted figures and investigation of variances for such
activities as:

Comparison of actual results and balances to
prior results and balances
- Example: Comparison of quantitative data,
such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sales
Purchases
Overhead
Receivables
Payables
Inventory

- Example: Comparison of qualitative data:
• Principal customers
• Principal suppliers
3.

Examine consistency between interrelated results and balances
- Example: Calculating the expected balance
in one account based upon the balance in
other accounts, e.g.:
• Accounts receivable based on sales and
receipts
• Interest expense based upon average
borrowings
• Rental income based upon rental units
• Payroll based on number of employees
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Comparison of interrelationship between accounts in comparable entities.
- Example: Ratio analysis as outlined in 4.
above but comparing results with those in
similar enterprises, e.g.:

• Sales to budget
• Costs to budget
• Cash flow to budget
2.

Comparison of changes in interrelationships between accounts in comparable periods

• Internally as between like branches
• Externally as between similar businesses
in the same industry
In all of the above procedures, the most useful and
valid results are obtained when the analysis is done at
a detailed level, e.g., by product line or category of
expense.
Common Analytical Review Procedures
The common analytical review procedures for
major financial statement classifications are given
below.
Cash
• Review changes in bank balances during the
period and consider reasonableness in view of
other cash flow data, such as changes in accounts
receivable/payable, etc.
• Compare cash figures to cash flow budgets and
determine reasons for variances.
Accounts Receivable
• Review the relationship of average receivables to
net sales during the period and consider its reasonableness in relation to credit policy, collectibility, etc.
• Compare the current aged listing of accounts receivable with that of a previous date, and note
any significant changes, for example, changes in
major customers, in the ratio of overdue ac-
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counts, in the proportion of credit balances, turnover of receivables, etc.
• Obtain information as to the bad debts written off
during the period, and compare it to the extent of
bad debts in prior periods, and also to the allowance for doubtful accounts. This information
may give some indication of a change in the effectiveness of the company's credit and collection
procedures, or a change in general business conditions, etc.
• Determine whether there are any balances with
related companies, or with shareholders,
directors, or officers. If so, how do these balances
compare to similar balances at the last review
date? These types of balances may or may not
represent genuine "trade" accounts - possibly
they should be excluded from the calculation of
ratios and other statistics for trade accounts as
they may distort the true position with regard to
"arm's-length" transactions. They may also pose
particular valuation problems.

Marketable Securities
• Review changes in balances and value of marketable securities and other investments during the
period in light of the company's investment policy. Consider in relation to management of cash.
• Compare interest and dividend income to prior
periods and as they relate to marketable securities
and other investments.

Prepaid Expenses, Deferred Charges and Other
Assets
• Compare the prepaid expenses to similar items at
the previous review date and determine whether
the figures seem reasonable in relation to other information (e.g., increase in level of expenses
over the previous year, changes in operations,
etc.)
• Review reasonableness of deferral of expenditure
in relation to operating results, prevailing economic conditions, immediate industry prospects,
etc.

Inventories
• Calculate percentage of gross profit to sales (departmentally, or by product line if possible) and
compare with previous period and with budget.
Obtain explanations for significant changes.
Coordinate with review of sales and cost of sales.
• Calculate ratio of inventory on hand to usage (departmentally, or by product line if possible) and
compare with the previous period and with budget. Obtain explanations for significant changes.
• Review inventory turnover ratios by product line
for the period and compare with those of the preceding period and with budgeted figures.
• Review the allocation of costs to inventories
used in the financial statements and compare the
treatment in the cost accounts. Examine the
overhead rates applied and determine whether
the inventories contain any cost which should be
expensed in the period having regard to known
factors such as accuracy of budgeted costs, activity levels, unusual events, etc. Coordinate
with review of purchases and wages.
• Compare classifications of closing inventory to
those of the closing inventory of the previous
period and investigate any significant changes.
• Review other operating trends and statistics
which might be of use in drawing attention to inventory valuation problems. Such trends and
statistics should always be related to other known
facts and to relevant information obtained from
other sources. Trends and statistics that might be
useful in addition to those mentioned above,
would include:
- Inventory components by location, by type,
by product, etc., for the current review date.
- A reconciliation by units of opening inventory, purchases and production records,
sales and closing inventory, with explanations
of major discrepancies.
- Ratios such as cost per unit, material/labor/
overhead, for closing inventory and for cost
of sales for the period.
- Overhead costing ratios (e.g., rate per hour,
percentage on basic cost, etc.).
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Property, Plant and Equipment
• Review changes in these accounts during the
period and consider reasonableness in view of
other available information, such as cash flow
data, changes in accounts payable or long-term
debt, increased productivity, etc.
• Review capital budgets where possible and compare amounts spent with amounts authorized and
determine whether differences were properly approved.
• Consider the likelihood of property, plant and
equipment becoming idle during the period; e.g.,
has there been a significant drop in production at
one of the plants, or has there been a change in
product lines which might render some machines
idle?
• Review repairs and maintenance expense accounts for the period and compare to previous
period, to ascertain whether there are any material items which should have been capitalized.
• Compare the ratio of depreciation to categories of
property, plant and equipment (exclusive of land)
for the period with that of previous periods, to
evaluate the level of depreciation expense and
whether a uniform policy of recognizing depreciation is in effect.
Accounts Payable
• Compare the current listing of accounts payable
with that of the previous review date and note any
significant changes, for example, changes in
major suppliers, in the number of overdue accounts, in the proportion of debit balances, etc.
• Determine whether there are any balances with
related companies, or with shareholders,
directors or officers. If so, how do these balances
compare to similar balances at the last review
date?
• Review statistics such as the comparison of the
size of accounts payable to purchases, or the
gross profit ratio, and compare to previous
periods, and obtain satisfactory explanations for
the current figures. (Note that it is not sufficient
merely to establish that there has been no significant change from the previous period; the im-
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portant question is - should there be a change,
and if so, how much?)

Accrued and Other Liabilities
• Compare the accrued expenses to similar items at
the previous review date and determine whether
the figures seem reasonable in relation to other information (e.g., increase in level of expense over
the previous period, changes in operations, etc.)

Taxes on Income
• Compare tax expense for the period with pretax
profit and obtain explanations for any significant
disproportionate amount.

Long-term Debt
• By reference to repayment requirements, determine whether the change in long-term debt for the
period seems reasonable.

Sales Revenues and Sales Deductions
• Compare sales by product line with budgeted
sales and sales of preceding period. Consider
whether results are in line with other known information (e.g., expanding/declining markets,
changes in sales prices or sales mix, new or discontinued lines, etc.). Sales to related companies
and sales of an unusual nature should be considered separately.
• Review details of units shipped with sales and
production records. Does sales figure appear reasonable compared to level of production?
• Compare gross profit ratio to previous periods
and analyze changes. Consider whether the reasons for such changes appear reasonable.
• Compare sales deductions, such as discounts, as a
percent of sales for the current period to prior
periods. Consider whether the reasons for
changes appear reasonable.
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Costs and Expenses
• Compare cost of sales by product line with budgeted and preceding period amounts. Consider
whether results are in line with other known information (e.g., increased costs of raw materials,
labor, overheads, etc., changes in volume and
product mix, changes in overhead rates, etc.)
• Compare gross profit by product line to budgeted
and preceding period amounts, and analyze
changes. Consider whether such changes appear
reasonable in light of other information re sales.
• Compare expenses individually with budgeted
and preceding period amounts. Consider whether
results are in line with other known information
(e.g., increases in labor rates, changes in asset or
liability accounts which affect expenses, changes
in size of administrative functions, etc.). Particular attention should be paid to unusual or extraordinary items which might distort the comparison.

• Review ratios of expenses that should vary in line
with other figures (e.g., sales, production activity, etc.)
HOW TO TEST THE CONTROLS
The questionnaires in Appendices 1 and 3 list an extensive number of controls, and at first impression, determining what tests to apply to each of the controls to
be relied on would appear a formidable task. However,
the actual observation or documentation tests fall into
only a few basic categories, based on the fact that key
controls, while extensive in number, are normally
variations of a few generic types. These control types
employ principles which are applicable no matter what
cycle is under consideration, and regardless of the size
of the enterprise, or type of industry.
The following table illustrates the principal types of
controls, gives examples, and outlines the applicable
test types.
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TYPES OF CONTROLS, CONTROL EXAMPLES
AND SUGGESTED TESTS OF CONTROLS
Types of Controls

1.

Independent approval,
review, checking or
recalculation

Illustrative Tests of Controls

Control Examples

a.

Where the operation of the
control is to be evidenced by
suitable documentation, test
to assure that the control is
functioning by checking for
evidence of the control

b.

Reperform the control
operation

c.

Where documentary evidence
is not available, test operation
of control by observation

Matching of sales invoices and
shipping documents

a.

Test to assure that documents
are correctly matched

Matching of purchase invoices
and receiving reports

b.

Review files for unmatched
documents

c.

Observe performance of
control

a.

Account for numerical
sequence of documentation
used

b.

Account for the numerical
sequence of unused
negotiable documents such as
checks

a.

Compare totals

b.

Review reconciliations
between totals

- Specific authorization of
purchase or sales invoices,
payroll, petty cash, etc.
- Recomputation of arithmetic
on vouchers
- Subsequent review of
transactions

2.

Matching of independently
generated documents

Prenumbering and sequence
checking of key documents

4.

Maintenance of independent
control totals

Prenumbered shipping
documents, sales invoices,
checks, journal vouchers, etc.

- Recording of cash receipts
totals before transmitting cash
for deposit
- Use of batch controls
- Use of control accounts posted
from independent sources
- Use of memorandum records
for comparison with
accounting totals
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Types of Controls

5.

Comparison with independent
third-party information

Control Examples

Illustrative Tests of Controls

a.

Review and check
reconciliations and
investigate reconciling items

b.

Check the matching of
externally generated
documents to internally
generated documents

Sending statements to
customers

a.

Observe operation of the
control

Routine requests for
confirmation of recorded data

b.

Investigate differences and
discrepancies reported by
third parties

Immediate endorsement of
incoming checks

a.

Observe operation of the
control

Marking purchase invoices
when paid to prevent
resubmission

b.

Review documentation for
evidence of operation of the
control

Segregation of duties among
transaction initiation, approval
and recording functions

a.

Observe operation of the
control

Segregation of cash handling
functions from record keeping
or transaction handling
functions

b.

Review documentation for
evidence of operation of the
control

Prompt deposit of cash
received

a.

Observe operation of the
control

Prompt processing of
transactions

b.

Check the date of transaction
processing

Bank reconciliations
Reconciling suppliers'
statements
Matching shipping advices
from independent shippers to
internal documentation

6.

7.

Soliciting independent
third-party confirmation

Cancellation of
documentation

Defacing spoiled or cancelled
checks
Segregation of personnel,
operations and assets

Segregation of asset custody
from record keeping functions
Physical controls over easily
converted assets
9.

Timeliness of operation
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USING STATEMENTS OF RISK TO ASSESS
RESULTS OF CONTROL TESTING
The overall evaluation of internal accounting control seeks to assess the likelihood of a risk occurring.
For example, in the sales cycle a specific objective of
control is that goods will not be shipped unless a customer is billed, or if that should occur, it will be detected in a timely manner. Thus a control that results in
matching shipping documents with bills should identify the error and enable correction. The tests performed will evidence how well the various controls are
working, and allow a generalization to be made about
the controls. The generalization is actually a statement
of the likelihood of a particular risk occurring. The
risks can be categorized in any number of ways, but
for illustration let us use high, moderate and low:
High Risk
The system is weak and there is a high likelihood
that significant financial reports prepared from the system output without substantive checks to ascertain correctness could contain a material error or fail to disclose an important matter. These must be corrected if
management is to have the ability to make decisions
based on this information or will use it as the basis for
external financial reporting.
Moderate Risk
The system has some strengths as well as
weaknesses, and though there is some likelihood that
errors could occur, such errors are not likely to be material in relation to financial reports prepared from system output. These weaknesses should be corrected if
cost-justified.
Low Risk
The system is good and few errors - none material are likely. However, it may still be prudent to improve
controls where benefits of reducing weaknesses can be
evaluated as exceeding the cost thereof.

USING QUANTIFICATION OF RISK TO
ASSESS RESULTS OF TESTS OF CONTROLS
When a sophisticated group of reviewers will be
used in analyzing and testing control (for example,
internal or external auditors), general statements of
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risk can be used. However, if management decides to
have division or local management or other personnel
perform evaluations, how can some level of uniformity be achieved in assessing the results of tests?
Depending on the nature of the company's transactions and its operational characteristics management
could select a technique that will allow risks to be consistently specified and generally quantified.
The objective of specifying a consistent approach to
assessing risk would be to effectively utilize these reviewers and to provide them with a common sense approach for determining whether they should seek help
from more experienced personnel. It will also naturally channel their efforts to the larger, more significant risks.
A concept to provide such a focus has been used for
years in assessing risks in the computer environment.
It was developed to deal with computer control and security systems where absolute assurance rarely could
be obtained or afforded.* It is used to assess risks that
are so nebulous that usually they could not be refined
beyond an "educated guess." For example, it was designed to address situations where entire EDP files or
processing capability could be lost. At the same time
there is a myriad of small risks in an assessment of an
EDP environment, and the technique works on those
as well.
While the elements in the assessment of risks under
this concept are the same as in any other tests of controls - the probability of occurrence and the
significance of any one error - the approach to quantification is significantly different. The result is a general scheme for quantifying risk to assure that appropriate attention will be given to the more significant
risk. The approach thus serves the same purpose in a
review of internal accounting control and has the
added benefit that less significant risk may be quickly
and consistently evaluated.
Unsophisticated reviewers of internal accounting
control systems can have a simple and sound method.
At the same time, the quantification provides a clear
enough framework for designating when more sophisticated methods and more experienced personnel
should be used.
At the heart of the approach are exponential tables deliberately large ranges - of both magnitude and frequency of error occurrence. For example, the two tables presented in Martins' Security, Accuracy and Pri-
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vacy in Computer Systems can easily be used for such
an approach and are:
Magnitude of Error
0:
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

Negligible (about $1)
On the order of $10
On the order of $100
On the order of $1,000
On the order of $10,000
On the order of $100,000
On the order of $1,000,000
On the order of $10,000,000

• Request assistance from more skilled personnel
• Make a determination of what action should be
taken based either on consultation with management or by instructions developed for that purpose. For example, risks of more than $25,000
could be reported to more senior management,
while those below that amount need only be reported to local management

Frequency of Error
0:
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

Virtually impossible
Might happen once in 400 years
Might happen once in 40 years
Might happen once in 4 years (1,000 working days)
Might happen once in 100 working days
Might happen once in 10 working days
Might happen once a day
Might happen 10 times a day

After identifying from the tables (or any other similar table prepared using exponential ranges) the magnitude and frequency of the error, they should be factored to develop a general assessment of total risk in
relation to the specific objective of internal accounting
control under consideration. For example, if the magnitude of each error is on the order of $100 and it
might occur once a day the calculation would be:
Magnitude
of
error

X

Frequency
of
error

X

$100

X

1

X

Number
of days
in year
250 business days

Of course, the risk could be delineated further, if necessary. However, in most cases this would result in
sufficient information for the reviewer either to:

=

General
assessment
of risk
$25,000

• As a basis for a cost/benefit analysis. Since in
most cases the evaluation of the results of test as
well as the operation of a control are themselves
estimates, requiring a more precise delineation of
the risk is usually not needed for management decision making as to whether or not controls need
to be strengthened or not. Of course, when the
decision will be difficult or costly the risks can be
more precisely specified.

Using the Results of Tests
The results of the tests performed should then be
posted to the questionnaire in the "evaluation after
testing" column, using statements of risk (e.g., high,
moderate or low) or quantification of risk (e.g., dollar
exposure limits, such as "under $20,000"). This will
provide the basis by which to assess whether the specific objective of internal accounting control has been
achieved.

*For those who might want a more in-depth understanding of this
approach, see:
• Security, Accuracy, and Privacy in Computer Systems, by
James Martin (Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, New
Jersey, 1973, pp. 10-15)
• Automatic Data Processing Risk Assessment,
by the National Bureau of Standards (U.S. Department of Commerce,
National Technical Information Service, PB-265950, March
1977, pp. 5-21)
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